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Microseismic events, which are generated during hydraulic fracturing treatments, 

suggest that a complicated fracture network develops in many naturally−fractured 

unconventional reservoirs. Deformation along weak planes, such as cemented natural 

fractures, has been proposed as one of the possible reasons for fracture network 

complexity. Cemented natural fractures widely exist in shale reservoirs. They are diverse 

in composition and size, depending on the burial condition, the composition of the rock 

matrix, and the geochemical environment. The interaction between cemented natural 

fractures with hydraulic fractures generated as part of the reservoir stimulation are 

thought to impact hydraulic fracture propagation.  

Previous studies mostly treated natural fractures as frictional interfaces without 

considering the actual cement fillings. In this study, I analyzed the effect of cemented 

natural fractures on hydraulic fracture propagation by considering natural fracture 

thickness, mechanical properties and rock−cement interface bond strength.  
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Firstly, I conducted a series of semi−circular bend (SCB) tests and corresponding 

numerical simulations to study the interaction between hydraulic and natural fractures. 

The SCB tests are attractive in general because of their simple setup with consistent 

results. The experimental results also served as a validation for numerical model. Two 

drawbacks of the SCB tests include that the test is unconfined and there is no fluid 

component. Numerical modeling can then be applied to extend results beyond these 

shortcomings. Synthetic hydrostone samples with embedded inclusions of different 

mechanical properties were used to mimic rock with cemented natural fractures. 

Experimental results identified several parameters that could be used to explain hydraulic 

fractures interaction with cemented natural fractures. The SCB test conditions that 

promoted fracture crossing were near−orthogonal approach angles, small natural fracture 

thicknesses, and strong rock−cement interfaces. Such conditions in a reservoir would 

promote long hydraulic fractures and less complicated fracture networks. In contrast, the 

SCB test conditions that caused fracture diverting were more oblique approach angles, 

large natural fracture thicknesses, and weak rock−cement interfaces, resulting in short 

hydraulic fractures and more complicated fracture networks. The SCB tests using 

synthetic rock samples provided insights into the hydraulic fracture propagation in 

naturally−fractured reservoirs. 

Through the numerical modeling with the finite element code in Abaqus, the 

impact of fluid driven fracturing on fracture−fracture interaction was investigated. 

Fracture propagation in two dimensions was modeled using the cohesive elements and 

anisotropic compressive remote stress conditions. Results suggest that if the natural 
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fracture thickness is considered, the commonly used fracture crossing/diverting criterion 

will overestimate the hydraulic fracture crossing scenario. Factors including modulus 

contrast and coefficient of friction also influence hydraulic fracture interaction with 

natural fractures. 

An application of this work is the case of how bedding−parallel veins will affect 

hydraulic fracture height growth. Such natural fractures are abundant in the 

unconventional resource play in the Vaca Muerta formation in Argentina. When the 

rock−cement coefficient of friction is around 0.4−0.5, which most likely represents shale 

reservoirs, hydraulic fracture crossing behavior is affected by the modulus contrast 

between natural fractures and host rock as well as the natural fracture thickness. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

Energy is critical to economic growth. As the world’s population grows, so does 

the demand for energy. The world energy demand is projected to grow by 48% between 

2012 and 2040 as the world’s population expands to about 9 billion people (IEO, 2016). 

The majority increase of energy demand will come from non−OECD countries (outside 

the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development), which will be 71% from 

2012 to 2040. In the more mature energy consuming and slow growing OECD nations, 

the energy demand will be 18% higher by 2040 (IEO, 2016). Meeting this rising energy 

demand is very challenging. Fortunately, advanced knowledge and innovative technology 

are enabling the safe development of once hard−to−produce energy resources, like the 

shale gas, tight gas, and tight oil. These energy resources are defined as unconventional 

formations, which normally require special recovery operations such as hydraulic 

fracturing and horizontal drilling. 
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Figure 1.1: World energy consumption by source, 1990−2040 (IEO, 2016). 

 

According to U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), world energy 

consumption from all sources increases since 2012 (Figure 1.1). Among all types of 

energy, liquid fuels remain on top of the energy consumption. With the concern of oil 

price and environment, nowadays there is a great deal of enthusiasm about developing 

non−fossil fuels, like renewable and nuclear energy. EIA predicts that despite the promise 

of production growth of these alternatives, fossil fuels will continue to provide most of 

the world’s energy. By the year of 2040, liquid fuels, natural gas, and coal will together 

provide more than three quarters of the world energy consumption (EIA, 2016). With the 

discovery of new reserves, and the development of new technologies, oil and natural gas 

production is expected to keep pace with the increasing energy demand worldwide.  

Shale oil and shale gas resources are globally abundant. According to an 

EIA−sponsored study, the U.S. is ranked second for shale oil resources and fourth for 

shale gas resources among the 41 assessed countries (EIA, 2013). Shale oil and shale gas 
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resources in the U.S play an important role in meeting the nation’s energy demand. There 

is a wide distribution of highly organic shale containing vast resources of natural gas 

across the lower 48 states. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) states that the most 

active shales to date include Bakkan, Eagle Ford, Haynesville, Marcellus, Niobrara, 

Permian, and Utica (Figure 1.2). 

  

 

Figure 1.2: United States shale basins (EIA, 2015). 

 

The shale and tight oil resources have revolutionized the U.S. oil and gas 

production in the last decades. The growth rate of U.S. oil has increased from 1.8% per 

year (from 1990 to 2005) to 3.6% per year (from 2005 to 2015), and the growth rate of 
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natural gas has increased from 2.5% per year (from 1990 to 2005) to 3.1% per year (from 

2005 to 2015) (IEA, 2016). As a result, the net U.S. import of energy has declined from 

30% of total energy consumption in 2005 to 13% in 2013. By 2022, the U.S. is likely to 

become a net exporter of energy, which will provide more energy to developing countries 

and improve living standards worldwide. By 2040, the U.S. crude oil production is 

forecasted to be 11.3 million barrel per day (bbl/d), and the natural gas production is 

projected to be 42.1 Tcf (69% of total gas production). The increasing percent of tight oil 

and shale gas production has contributed to the U.S. energy supply, and will continue to 

play a big part in the future of energy in the U.S (EIA, 2016).  

Natural fractures in shale reservoirs are often observed in outcrops, cores (Gale et 

al., 2007). Although some natural fractures observed in the outcrops are associated with 

uplift, those natural fractures found in cores provide evidence for their existence in the 

subsurface. Gale et al. (2014) stated that many of the natural fractures are opening mode 

fractures and sealed with cement. These natural fractures exert an important control on 

hydrocarbon recovery from shale reservoirs, because they may be reactivated during well 

stimulation and create flow pathways from shale reservoirs to the wellbore (Warpinski et 

al., 2005; Huang et al., 2016; Weng, 2015; McClure et al., 2016). For the purpose of 

maximizing hydrocarbon production, knowledge of the natural fractures effects are 

crucial. Because it will provide insights into a successful planning of well trajectory and 

stimulation design through the producing formations. 
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE  

Most previous studies have treated natural fractures as frictional interfaces 

without considering the actual cement filling. However, the natural fracture cement are 

diverse in composition, texture, and size, which may affect the hydraulic fracture 

propagation differently in the subsurface condition. 

The objective of this research is to understand and predict the interaction between 

hydraulic fracture and cemented natural fractures. Factors including the intersecting angle 

between hydraulic and natural fractures, natural fracture dimension and mechanical 

properties, rock−cement interface bond strength, and differential stress are analyzed to 

predict the hydraulic fracture propagation behaviors using both experimental and 

numerical approaches. The specific objectives of this dissertation includes: 

(1) Apply the semi−circular bend (SCB) test to study the effect of different embedded 

inclusions on fracture propagation. 

(2) Develop a numerical model to understand the fracture interaction mechanics of 

the SCB test and the fracture interaction process.  

(3)  Analyze the effects of natural fracture thickness, rock and cement mechanical 

properties, and interface frictional strength during the fracture−fracture 

interaction. 

(4) Examine the limitation of classical fracture crossing criterion by considering the 

cemented natural fractures. 
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1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.3.1 Hydraulic Fracturing 

The shale boom in the U.S. has been driven by the advent of two technologies: 

directional drilling and hydraulic fracturing. Most of the oil and gas production in the 

U.S. has been aided by the hydraulic fracturing technology. According to the recent data, 

EIA (2016) estimates that hydraulically fractured wells now have contributed to about 

two−thirds of the total U.S. marketed gas production (Figure 1.3) and around half of the 

total U.S. crude oil production (Figure 1.4). The continuously advances in industry 

practices and technologies contribute to completion cost reduction and allow for 

increased recovery from unconventional resources.  

 

 

Figure 1.3: Natural gas production in the U.S. from 2000 to 2015 (from U.S. EIA, 2016). 
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Figure 1.4: Oil production in the U.S. from 2000 to 2015 (from U.S. EIA, 2016). 

 

The hydraulic fracturing technique was first introduced to the petroleum industry 

in July 1947, and was first applied to a gas well in the Hugoton Gas Field in Kansas by J. 

B. Clark (1949). Clark introduced “Hydrafrac”, which was the basis for the current 

hydraulic fracturing treatment process. In the 1990s, Mitchell Energy first showed the 

success of applying less expensive, low viscosity slick water to create hydraulic fractures 

in the Barnett Shale. During 2006−2011, the successful development of the Barnett Shale 

with horizontal drilling and multi−stage hydraulic fracturing technique has grabbed the 

industry’s attention. As the development in Barnett Shale becomes matured, oil and gas 

producers have been looking to extrapolate the lessons learned from the Barnett to other 

shale plays across the U.S (NETL, 2013).  

Hydraulic fracturing is an intrinsically complex process that involves tightly 

coupled solid and fluid mechanics, and a great range of length and time scales. Fractures 

are created by forcing liquid (primarily water) under high pressure from a wellbore into 
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the rock formations. The produced fractures behave like “highways”, which allow gas 

and oil that were trapped within small pores to be able to migrate into the wellbore and 

then to the surface facilities. The larger and longer the hydraulic fractures, the better 

recovery from the producing formations. In general, the injected slurry contains proppant 

that fills the expanding fractures to keep the hydraulic fracture open.  

With technology improvements, the fracturing technique has been implemented 

under a wide range of conditions, from high leak−off formations to very low leak−off 

tight gas formations; from low−pressure low−temperature reservoirs to high pressure, 

extremely low permeability deep reservoirs. Nowadays, hydraulic fracturing is 

extensively applied in the field to enhance oil and gas deliverability in both vertical and 

horizontal wells. Additionally, this technique is also applied to geothermal reservoir 

recovery (Robinson, 1971; Harlow and Pracht, 1972), CO2 injection improvement 

(Raziperchikolaee et al., 2013; Ghaderi and Leonenko, 2015), water injection (Gono et 

al., 2015); in−situ stress measurement (Teufel and Warpinski, 1983) and other 

applications.  

The hydraulic fracture direction is predominantly controlled by the minimum 

principal stress direction (Hubbert and Willis, 1957). Fracture opens against the 

minimum principal stress, since that requires the least amount of energy. For most cases, 

the vertical overburden stress is the maximum stress, thus hydraulic fracturing produces 

vertical fractures propagating from the wellbore. However, in the case of reverse faulting 

regime, when the overburden stress is the minimum stress, it is also possible to produce 

horizontal fractures. Since the early discussion on hydraulic fracturing mechanics in 
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1950s, there have been many research efforts on this subject. The classical 2D and 3D 

hydraulic fracturing models are still being used and discussed, and we provide reviews on 

classical fracture models in the next section (Khristianovich and Zheltov, 1955; Perkins 

and Kern, 1961; Geertsma and de Klerk, 1969; Nordgren et al., 1972; Abe et al., 1976; 

Advani and Lee, 1982; Palmer and Carroll., 1983; Settari and Cleary, 1984; Abou−Sayed 

et al., 1984; Meyer, 1989; Valko and Economides, 1995; Adachi et al., 2007).  

1.3.2 Fracture Mechanics of Rock 

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is often applied to analyze fracture 

propagation in isotropic and linear elastic materials. In fracture mechanics, there are three 

types of loading that a crack can experience (Figure 1.5). Mode I is called opening mode. 

It refers to the case where the least compressive principal stress direction is normal to the 

crack surface and the fracture propagation is in the crack plane direction. Mode II 

corresponds to the in−plane shear perpendicular to the crack tip, where fracture 

propagation is expected to kink. Mode III refers to the out of plane shear parallel to the 

crack tip. A crack body can be loaded by more than one Mode, this is referred as mixed 

mode fracture (Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975). 
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Figure 1.5: Three loading mode that can be applied to cracks (from Anderson, 2004). 

 

During hydraulic fracturing, fluid is pumped into reservoirs to create opening 

mode fractures (Mode I). The analytical solution of a uniformly pressurized fracture is a 

good proxy to fluid driven hydraulic fracture (Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2011). The 

near tip stress and displacement fields of a uniformly pressurized fracture are expressed 

as 
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𝑢𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼
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𝑟
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(1.5) 

where r and 𝜃 (Figure 1.6) are local polar coordinates at the crack tip. K1 is the opening 

mode (Mode I) stress intensity factor. E and υ represent the Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio of that material. For plane strain condition, ҡ = 3 − 4𝜐; for plane stress 

condition, ҡ = (3 − 𝜐)/(1 + 𝜐). σxx and σyy are stresses parallel and normal to the 

fracture (see Figure 1.6), and τxy is shear stress. ux and uy are displacement field along x 

and y direction. These equations are valid for any region where non−linear behavior is 

negligibly small compared with the length of crack and the dimensions of the crack body 

(Atkinson, 1987). 

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic view of a pressurized crack in an infinite plane 

 

The stress intensity factor (K1), which the subscript denotes the mode of loading, 

represents the amplitude of crack−tip stress concentration for a certain geometry and 
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loading case (Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975). Generally, the criterion for fracture to propagate 

is that the stress intensity factor (K1) exceeds the material fracture toughness (K1c), which 

is a rock mechanical property. This is the propagation criterion when there is no chemical 

weakening effect that may cause subcritical crack growth (Atkinson, 1987). The rock 

fracture toughness (K1c), which can be measured using the semi−circular bend test, is 

independent of the specimen thickness, specimen size, grain size, and notch length (Park 

et al., 2004; Lim et al., 1994). LEFM is applicable when the material has a small process 

zone relative to the crack size. The process zone is the region where energy is dissipated 

by ductile strain or micro−cracking and shear rather than the extension of the main crack 

(Whittaker et al., 1992). 

The stress intensity factor is a local parameter, which formulates the local fracture 

growth criterion. The global fracture growth criterion is formulated by energy release rate 

and energy balance, which includes contributions from all parts of the system (crack 

specimen plus loading mechanism). The energy release rate describes the loss of energy 

per unit of new crack separation are formed during an increment of crack extension. It 

also explains the rate of change in potential energy near the crack area for linear elastic 

material. Based on energy balance on the crack, the equation of energy release rate for 

multi−mode loading is related to the stress intensity factor as: 

𝐺 =
𝐾1
2+𝐾𝐼𝐼

2

𝐸′
                                                      (1.6) 

For plane strain conditions, 𝐸′ =
𝐸

1−𝜈2
. 
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A fracture is expected to grow if the crack growth criteria is satisfied. If the crack 

is loaded by Mode I, the crack tip is expected to grow straight or in plane. However, in 

mixed mode loading, the fracture growth direction can be predicted based on analytical 

equations that will be explained in the next paragraph. Two common used fracture 

propagation criteria will be discussed in this section: the maximum tangential stress 

criterion, and the strain energy density criterion. 

The maximum tangential stress criterion (Erdogan and Sih, 1963) states that a 

fracture propagates along the direction of highest tangential stress around the crack tip. 

This also implies that the fracture propagates in the plane where shear stress is zero. The 

criterion is expressed mathematically using the derivative of the tangential stress 

component in cylindrical coordinate system:  

1

√2𝜋𝑟
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2
[𝐾𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝐾𝐼𝐼(3𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 1)] = 0                              (1.7) 

The fracture propagation direction is solved by setting 𝐾𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝐾𝐼𝐼(3𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 1) 

to zero, which gives  

𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝜃

2
=

1

4

𝐾𝐼

𝐾𝐼𝐼
±

1

4
√(

𝐾𝐼

𝐾𝐼𝐼
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+ 8                                         (1.8) 

For pure Mode I loading (KI>0, KII=0), the fracture should propagate along 

𝜃 = 0ᵒ. For pure shearing mode loading (KI=0, KII≠0), the fracture should kink along 

𝜃 = 70.6ᵒ. For mixed mode loading, fracture propagation direction can be determined 

with equation 1.8, which has the Mode I and Mode II stress intensity factors calculated 

based on shear and normal stresses.  
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The strain energy density criterion was proposed and published by Sih (1974), 

with the hypothesis that a fracture would propagate along the direction where the strain 

energy density (Ui) is minimum. The strain energy density is the stored elastic energy per 

unit volume. For a linear elastic material, the strain energy density is a function of the 

stress components, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and is inversely proportional to 

the distance to the crack tip. The strain energy density factor (S) is defined as the product 

of rUi. The fracture will move toward the point where S is minimum via 
𝜕𝑆
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= 0.  
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𝑆 = 𝑟𝑈𝑖 = 𝑆(𝐾𝐼 , 𝐾𝐼𝐼 , 𝜃) = 𝑎11𝑘1
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where aij are functions of the counter−clockwise angle (θ) defined as 
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1

16𝐺
(1 + cos(𝜃))(𝜅 − cos(𝜃))                                      (1.11) 

𝑎12 =
1

16𝐺
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𝑘𝑖 = 𝐾𝑖/√𝜋                                                         (1.14) 

where G is the shear modulus. For plane stress condition, 𝜅 = (3 − 𝜈)/(1 + 𝜈); for plane 

strain condition,  𝜅 = 3 − 4𝜈. Comparing with other criteria, the strain energy density 

criterion incorporates the value of Poisson’s ratio, and predicts the fracture direction 

based on material elastic properties (Chang, 1982; Lee, 2015). 
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Classical mixed−mode fracture propagation criteria provide accurate predictions 

for fractures under tensile loading, but fractures under compressive loading have 

relatively poor agreement with the prediction. In order to improve the correlation with 

experimental results, Lee (2015) modified the stress−based fracture propagation criterion 

to include the remote and internal crack stress effects on the fracture propagation 

direction. The new criterion improves the accuracy of prediction for fracture under both 

tensile and compressive loadings.  

Constant tensile (Mode I) loading will lead to accelerate the fracture propagation, 

with the propagation velocity approaching the elastic wave speed in a medium once the 

stress intensity factor (K1) reaches the critical fracture toughness (KIc) (Irwin, 1957; 

Lawn, 1993). For the case of long term loading, such as tectonically strained crustal 

rocks, fractures can propagate at stress intensities significantly below the critical values 

(KIc) (Figure 1.7), which is termed as subcritical crack growth. This is known to occur in 

rocks with the presence of aqueous fluids, where the subcritical fracture propagation 

velocity may vary from 10
-10

 to 10
-1

 m/s (Atkinson, 1987; Segall, 1984; Olson, 1993). 

The diffusion of pore fluid through the rock matrix tends to stabilize natural hydraulic 

fractures against rapid propagation (Atkinson, 1987; Segall, 1984; Olson, 2003).  
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Figure 1.7: Log−log plot of fracture propagation velocity versus stress intensity (from 

Olson, 1993). Subcritical crack growth occurs when KI is in the range 

between the lower limit (KI
*
) and the fracture toughness (KIc). Dynamic 

crack growth occurs when KI>KIc. 

 

1.3.2.1 Traditional Hydraulic Fracturing Model 

Conventional hydraulic fractures are described as single, planar cracks. The 

classical 2D hydraulic fracturing analytical models includes the penny−shaped fracture 

model, the Khristianovich−Geertsma−Deklerk (KGD) fracture model, and the 

Perkins−Kern−Nordgren (PKN) fracture model (Figure 1.8) (Perkins and Kern, 1961; 

Geertsma and Klerk, 1969; Nordgren, 1972; Abe et al., 1976; Meyer, 1989). Both the 

KGD and the PKN models are based on plane strain conditions with constant fracture 

height. The major difference between these two models is the way they convert the 3D 
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fracture mechanical problem into the 2D plane strain model. The PKN model (Figure 

1.8a) assumes the vertical cross section is elliptical in shape, fracture length is orders of 

magnitude greater than fracture height, and the effect of fracture tip is not considered 

(Perkins and Kern, 1961; Nordgren, 1972). The KGD model (Figure 1.8b) assumes a 

rectangular cross section and fracture height is much greater than the length (Geertsma 

and Klerk, 1969). The penny−shaped fracture (Figure 1.8c) assumes equal−dimension in 

all directions (Abe et al., 1976; Meyer, 1989,). The PKN model is suggested for long 

fractures with limited height and elliptical cross−section, and the KGD model is 

suggested for short fractures relative to their fracture height. The radial model is more 

applicable for homogeneous reservoir conditions and horizontal fractures (Adachi et al., 

2007).  
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Figure 1.8: Schematic showing of (a) PKN fracture geometry; (b) KGD fracture 

geometry; (c) Penny shaped fracture geometry. From Adachi et al., (2007). 

 

Following the development of 2D hydraulic fracturing model, the discussion 

about fracture height containment in layered reservoirs (Simonson et al., 1978) brought 

the interests on studying vertical fracture growth. Pseudo−3D models were developed and 

extended the work of Simonson et al. (Simonson et al., 1978; Advani and Lee, 1982; 

Settari and Cleary, 1984). While 2D hydraulic fracturing models are more focus on the 

fracture length and width, the pseudo−3D models attempt to predict the fracture height 

grows with time and varies along length and width, including multiple rock layers 

(Adachi et al., 2007). Most pseudo−3D models do not consider the fluid flow in the 

vertical direction, but true 3D models can simulate the fluid flow in both horizontal and 

vertical directions (Valko and Economides, 1995). The true 3D model uses fully 3D 

elasticity equations to describe rock deformation and 2D fluid flow through the fractures, 

which is more accurate and computationally expensive than pseudo−3D models (Adachi 

et al., 2007).  

Similar with 2D models, the pseudo−3D and true 3D models simulate single, 

bi−wing, planar fracture. One major numerical challenge to simulate the propagation of a 

planar hydraulic fracture is the coupling of different processes, as the fracture length, 

height, and width are changing with time while the fracturing fluid is injected into the 

fracture. Hydraulic fracturing involves four important couplings: (1) rock deformation 

caused by fluid pressure on the fracture faces; (2) viscous fluid flow within the fracture; 
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(3) fracture propagation in the rock; (4) fracturing fluid leak−off into the formation 

(Adachi et al., 2007; Weng, 2015). The rock deformation is generally computed based on 

linear elasticity theory. The elasticity equations can be solved by discretization of the 

partial differential equations using finite element approach (Wangen; 2013), extended 

finite element approach (Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2011), finite difference approach 

(Hoffman and Chang, 2009) or boundary element approach (Olson, 1995; Wu and Olson, 

2014). The fluid flow in fracture need to satisfy mass conservation, which is simulated 

using finite element, finite difference or finite volume schemes (Calhoun and LeVeque, 

2000; Adachi et al., 2007). It is a non−linear partial differential equation relating the 

velocity with fracture width and pressure gradient along the fracture (Batchelor, 1967; 

Adachi et al., 2007). Fracture propagation is usually based on linear elastic fracture 

mechanics criteria, where the fracture will propagate once the crack tip stress intensity 

factor (K1) reaches the rock critical stress intensity factor (K1c). The fracture fluid leak off 

describes the time−dependent loss of injected fluid from the fracture into the formation 

due to pressure gradient. A leak off coefficient is typically used to describe the 1D 

(Carter’s model) fluid leak off rate orthogonally to the fracture plane (Adachi et al., 

2007). However, for highly permeable reservoirs, this might lead to an overestimation of 

fracture dimension. Hoek (2002) developed an analytical formula for elliptical leak off 

rate that is applicable to high permeability formations.  

 

1.3.2.2 State−of−the−art Hydraulic Fracturing Model 
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Shale reservoirs are heterogeneous, whose mineralogy, organic content, and other 

properties are varied from place to place, which may influence the hydraulic fracture 

propagation direction. Shale reservoirs are often naturally fractured (Gale et al., 2007; 

Gale et al., 2014). When natural fractures are added to the hydraulic fracturing model, 

more uncertainty and complexity are added to the problem. The hydraulic fracture may 

interact with natural fractures, and the classical bi−wing planar hydraulic fracture model 

may not be sufficient. To analyze such complex fracture networks in a hydraulic 

fracturing treatment for a naturally fractured reservoirs, several new hydraulic fracturing 

models have been developed in recent years (Zhang and Jeffrey, 2006; Olson, 2008; 

Olson and Dahi−Taleghani, 2009; Weng et al., 2011; McClure, 2012; Wu , 2014;, Ouchi, 

et al., 2015).  

Many of the new models are based on the displacement discontinuity method 

(Olson, 2008; Weng et al., 2011; McClure, 2012; Wu and Olson, 2014). Olson (2008) 

studied the mechanical interaction between pressurized fractures and natural fractures 

using a simplified multiple hydraulic fracture propagation model based on pseudo−3D 

displacement discontinuity solution. This model did not couple fluid flow through the 

hydraulic fracture network, but instead it assumed a constant pressure inside fractures. 

Weng et al. (2011) and Wu and Olson (2014) presented a fluid−coupled hydraulic 

fracturing model using Olson (2008)’s pseudo−3D displacement discontinuity mechanics 

equations. The hydraulic fracture interaction with natural fractures was solved using an 

analytical crossing criteria provided by Renshaw and Pollard (1995) and Gu and Weng 

(2010). McClure (2012) developed a discrete fracture network model to simulate 
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hydraulic fracture propagation in naturally fractured reservoirs. The rock deformation and 

fracture propagation are computed based on 2D displacement discontinuity method. In 

this model, the potential fracture propagation path and natural fractures are predefined. 

The displacement discontinuity method is a good tool for simulating large scale hydraulic 

fracturing process, as it only requires discretization along the boundary of the solution 

domain to reducing computational time. However, this displacement discontinuity 

approach has limitations in dealing with rock heterogeneity. 

Another approach for fracture modeling is the discrete element method (DEM). 

DEM is based on microscopic mechanisms and uses spherical particles and bonds to 

represent rock−type materials (Potyondy et al., 1996; Potyondy and Cundall, 2004). 

Fracture propagation is simulated when the stress at the bond exceeds the tensile or shear 

bond strength. While DEM can provide insight into the fracturing process for complex 

geometry, high computational cost dictates relatively small physical domains of 

investigation. 

The finite element method (FEM) remains a mainstream numerical tool in 

engineering rock mechanics, because of its maturity and advantages in handling material 

heterogeneity and non−linearity (Jing, 2003). Many problems in engineering and science 

dealing with complicated geometries, properties and boundary conditions, which make 

the usage of exact, closed−form solution impossible. FEM is one of the techniques to 

obtain numerical solutions to many problems encountered in engineering analysis. 

Originally, FEM was used to solve complex elasticity and structural analysis problem in 

civil and aerospace engineering, but it has become a very popular methodology in solving 
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rock mechanics related problems (Anderson, 2005). However, continuous re‒meshing 

during fracture propagation and predefinition of fracturing path make the FEM approach 

computationally expensive (Gonzalez et al., 2015). The cohesive element approach is 

recently used in the FEM approach for simulating hydraulic fracture to avoid remeshing 

(Haddad et al., 2016). The fracture propagation path is pre−defined. Dahi−Taleghani and 

Olson (2011) proposed a 2D hydraulic fracturing model based on the Extended Finite 

Element Methods (XFEM) to analyze the interaction between hydraulic fracture and 

natural fractures. The advantage behind applying XFEM is to avoid re−meshing in each 

step of the fracture propagation and efficiently accommodate arbitrary non−planar 

fracture propagation direction. 

Another advanced method using in hydraulic fracture modeling is based on 

peridynamics. This model can solve non−planar, multiple fracture growth coupled with 

fluid flow equations and with reservoir heterogeneity, such as layered reservoir and 

natural fractures (Ouchi et al., 2015).  

 

1.3.3 Natural Fractures in Shale 

Previous studies show that natural fractures in shale retain significant porosity and 

permeability, and that hydraulic fractures may cross and drain these natural fractures, 

enhancing overall production (Gale et al., 2007; Engelder et al., 2009; Kresse et al., 2013; 

Huang et al., 2016; Weng, 2015; McClure et al., 2016). One of the earliest hints about the 

importance of natural fractures in shale is the high gas production rate coming from 
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unstimulated vertical wells in the Marcellus Shale in the 1940s, indicating those wells 

broadly connected to the reservoir via natural fractures (Engelder et al., 2009). More 

recently, microseismic monitoring suggests that a complicated fracture network develops 

during hydraulic fracturing in the Barnett Shale due to the natural fractures reactivation 

(Fisher et al., 2002).  

Natural fractures can also be problematic with respect to the hydraulic fracturing. 

For example, natural fractures can capture hydraulic fracturing treatment fluids and 

prevent new fractures from forming. If natural fractures are connected to a water zone, 

hydraulic fractures connected to them could provide bad well stimulation results (Gale et 

al., 2007). In a more general context, the presence of natural fractures may influence 

proppant transport and placement, and well control during over−balanced drilling 

(Warpinski and Teufel, 1987; Cook, 1992; Ehlig−Economides et al., 2000; McDaniel et 

al., 2001; Feng et al., 2016; Feng and Gray, 2017).  

Therefore, if natural fractures are reactivated during hydraulic fracturing, whether 

hydraulic fractures would be arrested or promoted open motivates us to study the impacts 

of pre−existing natural fractures. A good understanding of the natural fractures effects 

could bring us a better estimation of the complex fracture network development, 

providing insights into successful planning of well trajectory and well stimulation design 

through producing formations. 

Natural fractures in shale are abundant and prone to cementation (Gale et al., 

2007). The characteristics of natural fractures include the opening displacement (as 

known as thickness or aperture) and the degree of cement filling along the length of 
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natural fractures (Gale et al., 2014). The degree of cement filling is diverse in 

composition and texture, depends on the burial conditions over geological time, the 

natural fracture thickness, how fast the fracture opened, thermal exposure, geochemical 

environment, and reactivity and composition of fracture wall rocks (Laubach, 2003; 

Lander and Laubach, 2014; Gale et al, 2014). Although calcite cement appears to be 

dominant in natural fractures in shale formations, Gale et al. (2014) reports the presence 

of pyrite, dolomite, siderite, quartz, and barite in cement. The different fracture filling 

and fracture surface texture may cause cemented natural fractures to have unique 

mechanical properties, such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, tensile strength, and 

shear strength. Gale and Holder (2008) tested the calcite cemented natural fractures in the 

Barnett Shale and reported that those samples containing natural fractures were half as 

strong as those without natural fractures, whereas the quartz−cemented fractures in the 

Woodford Shale samples were stronger than the host rocks.  

The types of cement may also influence the strength of rock−cement interface. 

According to core observations, the calcite cement that parted from the rock wall 

indicates a weakly bonded rock−cement interface exists (Gale et al., 2007). In general, a 

strong rock−cement interface assists hydraulic fractures in crossing the interface, whereas 

a weak interface impedes the shear stress transmission from one side of the interface to 

the other side, causing the hydraulic fracture to divert along the rock−cement interface 

(Rijken and Cooke, 2001). However, not all the rock−cement interfaces are weakly 

bonded. Lee et al. (2015) observed the fracture propagated in the middle of cemented 

natural fractures in the SCB test using Marcellus samples that contain calcite cemented 
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natural fractures. Depending the approach angle and natural fracture thickness, the 

induced fracture diverted into the cemented natural fractures. The failure occurred within 

the cement, but not along the rock−cement interfaces. The presence of internal flaws 

within the cemented natural fractures may be the reason causing the fracture to actually 

divert and propagate inside the cemented natural fractures but not along the interface 

(Lee et al., 2015). Therefore, in the cemented natural fractures, failure can either occur 

along the rock−cement interface, or inside the cement.  

Studying the hydraulic fracture and natural fracture interactions are complicated, 

as both the rock and cement mechanical properties, and the rock−cement interface 

strength need to be considered. Cemented natural fractures not only resist shear stress 

along the rock−cement interface, but also have cohesion that can transmit tensile stress 

from one side of the interface to the other. Some previous studies (Warpinski and Teufel, 

1987; Pollard and Aydin, 1988) only considered the natural fractures as frictional 

interfaces without the actual cement filling.  

Gale et al. (2014) summarizes the occurrence of cemented natural fractures based 

on core and outcrop from 18 shale formations. The cemented natural fractures are 

identified as subvertical fractures (fractures with high angle to bedding planes), bedding 

parallel fractures, and compacted fractures. Many of the cemented natural fractures are 

narrow in thickness, and follow power law distribution of aperture. Subvertical fracture 

thickness is measured in the range of ~30 um to 10 cm, with an overall decreasing 

abundance for wider thickness fractures (Gale et al., 2007; Gale et al., 2014). The fracture 

intensity ranges from 7 to 160 fractures/100−ft, and the fracture height ranges from <1 
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cm to 1.8 m. Natural fractures length measurement through field observation is 

challenging, as natural fractures are often truncated at the edge of core samples. Olson 

(2003) proposed a sublinear aperture−length relationship based on linear elastic fracture 

mechanics, which can be used to estimate the length of natural fractures. The maximum 

length of a cemented natural fracture (Marcellus Shale near Union Springs) is measured 

to be ~40 m long, 0.5 to 1 mm thick and ~3 m tall (Gale et al., 2014). The 

bedding−parallel fracture thickness in the Vaca Muerta Formation is reported in the range 

between 1 mm and 16 cm, with an average as 5 cm (Rodrigues et al., 2009). The 

vertically aligned calcite fibres track the history of relative displacement of the 

rock−cement interfaces (Rodrigues et al., 2009). The compacted fractures in the New 

Albany Shale are variably oriented, and filled with quartz and dolomite. The fracture 

thickness is up to 14 cm, and mostly <1 m in height (Gale et al., 2014). The compacted 

fractures are formed by distorting and shortening along vertical directions. Some of the 

compacted fractures are large and retain a small amount of porosity, which could provide 

storage and permeability, contribute to hydraulic fracture diversion or arrest (Gale et al., 

2014).  

 

1.3.4 Interaction between Hydraulic Fracture and Natural Fractures 

Natural fractures in many shale formations can act as planes of weakness that tend 

to be reactivated during hydraulic fracturing, causing fracturing fluid loss into the natural 

fractures (Gale et al., 2007; Wu, 2014; Weng, 2015). Weng (2015) defines multiple 
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outcomes of a hydraulic fracture network created by pumping fluid into naturally 

fractured reservoirs. The three major outcomes are presented in Figure 1.9: 

(a) Crossing: a hydraulic fracture (HF) crosses a natural fracture (NF) and the 

hydraulic fracture continues to propagate in its original direction. Fracture 

crossing occurs if a natural fracture can transmit high tensile stress across the 

interface to the opposite side of the natural fracture causing the rock fails in 

tension.   

(b) Diverting: this is likely to occur when the natural fracture is weaker than the host 

rock and the stress condition causes the interface fails in shear and slips. 

Consequently, the tensile stress on the opposite side of the natural fracture is not 

sufficient to create tensile fractures in the rock. Thus, hydraulic fracture is 

deflected and open up the natural fracture. 

(c) Crossing with offset: a hydraulic fracture diverts along a natural fracture for 

certain distance, and kinks back to propagate along the original fracturing 

direction. This has been observed in the laboratory as well as in the outcrops 

(Helgeson and Aydin, 1991; Wang et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015). The offset 

portion is dominated by shear deformation at the intersecting point, making the 

location of maximum tensile stress on the opposite side of the natural fracture to 

shift along the natural fracture (Zhang and Jeffrey, 2006; Thiercelin and 

Makkhyu, 2007; Weng, 2015). The offset distance along the interface may vary 

from few inches to the intersecting point, to all the way to the tip of the natural 

fracture.  
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of fracture−fracture interaction: (a) crossing; (b) diverting; (c) 

crossing with offset, after Weng (2015). 

 

In recent years, many theoretical and experimental works have been conducted to 

study fracture interactions. Factors that control whether hydraulic fractures would cross 

natural fractures have been suggested to include approach angle, differential stress, rock 

and natural fracture properties, and fracturing fluid properties, as well as injection rate 

and pressure (Blanton, 1982; Teufel and Clark, 1984; Warpinski and Teufel, 1987; 

Renshaw and Pollard, 1995; Beugelsdijk et al., 2000; Zhang and Jeffrey, 2006; Zhou et 

al., 2008; Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2009; Gu and Weng, 2010; Gu et al., 2011; Meng 

and DePater, 2011; Bahorich et al., 2012; Chuprakove et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Wu 

and Olson, 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Weng, 2015). Laboratory experiments provide direct 

observation and good control on boundary conditions to study the physics of hydraulic 

fracture complexity. With proper scaling, the laboratory results can be extrapolated to 

represent actual field operations (de Pater et al., 1994; Bahorich et al., 2012). Blanton 

(1982) first performed poly−axial hydraulic fracturing block tests on naturally fractured 

Devonian shale and hydrostone blocks. He concluded that high differential stress and 
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nearly orthogonal approaching angle are the most important factors to promote fracture 

crossing. Warpinski and Teufel (1987) performed block tests on Conconino sandstone 

with pre−cut fractures in different approach angles and stress states. They provided 

analysis on whether the natural fracture will cause shear slip or dilation based on the local 

stress field induced by the hydraulic fracture. Beugelsdijk et al. (2000) performed scaled 

lab experiments on Portland cement by creating heat shrinkage cracks. They show that 

flow rate (q) and fluid viscosity (μ) influence the hydraulic fracture complexity. With low 

qμ value, fluid tends to divert more into natural fractures, and create tortuous fracture 

paths. With high qμ value, hydraulic fracture tends to cross more natural fractures. 

Similar observations are made by Warpinski et al. (2005) for fractures created in the 

same Barnett well with both gel and slick water. Zhou et al. (2008) performed block tests 

using paper sheets with different shear strength to represent different types of natural 

fractures. Their results show that with increasing natural fracture shear strength, the 

possibility of hydraulic fracture arresting is increased.  

Most of the above tests have treated natural fractures as frictional interfaces with 

cohesion, but do not consider natural fractures as a separate material with finite thickness. 

However, for example in the Barnett shale, most natural fractures are opening mode 

fractures sealed with calcite cement (Gale et al., 2007). Presence of cements in natural 

fractures makes a difference in the hydraulic fracture crossing behavior, and has to be 

separately treated. The experimental results in Bahorich et al. (2012) and Alabbad and 

Olson (2016) indicate that cemented natural fractures could divert a hydraulic fracture 

from its original propagation direction. The hydraulic fracture could also bypass the 
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natural fracture without breaking apart, leading to a mixed mode fracture propagation. 

These hydraulic fracturing experiments are performed using gypsum cement blocks with 

different inclusion slices to represent the cemented natural fracture, including glass, 

Berea sandstone and plaster. Alabbad and Olson (2016) shows the presence or absence of 

mineral cementation inside the inclusion exerts strong control on the outcome of 

hydraulic and natural fractures interactions, as the cement controls the mechanical 

property along the bonding interface, such as cohesion and frictional coefficient. 

Various criteria have been developed analytically to predict the fracture 

crossing/diverting results. Renshaw and Pollard (1995) proposed a criterion for a fracture 

orthogonally approaching a frictional interface using linear elastic fracture mechanics. 

This frictional interface, which is assumed to be cohesionless, represents natural fracture. 

The frictional sliding will not occur if: 

−𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝑟

𝑇𝑜−𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝑟 >

0.35+
0.35

𝜇

1.06
                                                 (1.15) 

where μ is frictional coefficient, To is the rock tensile strength, σ
r
xx and σ

r
yy are remote 

stresses acting on the rock.   

This criterion is derived based on near tip stress field (equation 1.1-1.3) by 

assuming small process zone (rc), small distance (δ) between the fracture tip and the 

frictional interface while δ << rc. It is also assumed that there is no slip or opening has 

occurred along the interface. Thus, the maximum stress component acting along the 

frictional interface can be found by setting θ = ± π/2. Please see Renshaw and Pollard 

(1995) for detailed derivation. Later, Gu and Weng (2010) extended Renshaw and Pollard 
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(1995)’s criterion to non−orthogonal crossing and added interface cohesion. This 

criterion cannot be solved analytically, a computer routine is necessary.  

The above criteria mostly consider the mechanical interaction between hydraulic 

fracture and natural fracture. Chuprakov et al. (2013) developed an analytical model, 

which also considers the effect of flow rate and fluid viscosity, but the natural fractures 

are still treated as frictional interfaces. The model calculates the elastic stress field along 

the frictional interface and determines the size of the opening and shear sliding zones, 

which depends on the fluid pressure inside natural fractures. As a result, fracture 

diversion is likely to occur for a highly permeable natural fracture and a low viscosity 

fracturing fluid. Results from this analytical model are consistent with the hydraulic 

fracture block test, where high injection rate creates dominant fractures while low 

injection rate opens a multiple fracture system (Meng and de Pater, 2011). 

Since the natural fractures could have a different strength than the host rock, 

Dahi−Taleghani and Olson (2009) proposed a fracture crossing criterion that is applicable 

to cemented natural fractures based on the energy release rate of the hydraulic fracture 

and the cemented natural fracture. This criterion states that fracture begins to propagate if 

the energy release rate is greater than the critical value (Gc), which is a material property 

and proportional to fracture toughness of intact rock. Based on this criterion, hydraulic 

fracture follows the path that has the maximum or higher energy release rate.  

When a fracture propagates on its own plane, the energy release rate (G) is given 

by Equation 1.6. Under some circumstances, fracture will not propagate along its original 
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plane, but with an angle (θ) toward its original fracture direction. The energy release rate 

(Gθ) is then (Nuismer, 1975; Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2009): 

𝐺𝜃 =
𝐾𝐼𝜃
2 +𝐾𝐼𝐼𝜃

2

𝐸∗
                                                  (1.16) 

𝐾𝐼𝜃 =
1

2
cos (

𝜃

2
) [𝐾𝐼(1 + cos(𝜃)) − 3𝐾𝐼𝐼sin(𝜃)]                             (1.17) 

𝐾𝐼𝐼𝜃 =
1

2
cos (

𝜃

2
) [𝐾𝐼 sin(𝜃) + 𝐾𝐼𝐼(3 cos(𝜃) − 1)]                            (1.18) 

Fore pure Mode I loading, KII equals zero. The above equations can be simplified, 

and then normalized with respect to energy release rate (G): 

𝐺𝜃

𝐺
=

𝐾𝐼𝜃
2 +𝐾𝐼𝐼𝜃

2

𝐸∗
𝐸∗

𝐾𝐼
=

1

2
cos2(

𝜃

2
)(1 + cos(𝜃))                               (1.19) 

For the case that a hydraulic fracture hits a natural fracture with an acute angle, 

the hydraulic fracture has more than one path to follow: original fracture direction 

(θ=0°), and  along the natural fracture direction (θ=β). According to this criterion, if 

G𝜃/Gc
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

 is less than G𝜃/Gc
𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘, hydraulic fracture will keep the original direction 

and propagate through the natrual fracture. If G𝜃/Gc
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

 is above G𝜃/Gc
𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘,  hydraulic 

fracture will divert into the natural fracture. Gc
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

 represents the energy required to 

open a cemented natural fracture. Gc
𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 represents the rock fracture energy. Figure 1.10 

shows an example that if the intersection angle is 80° (Figure 1.10a), there is no 

succifient energy for fracture to grow along natural fractures and fracture will propagate 

straight. If the intersection angle is 65° (Figure 1.10b), fracture will propagate along the 

cemented natural fracture.  
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Figure 1.10: (a) an example for fracture crossing; (b) an exmple for fracture diverting 

along the cemented natural fracture. From Dahi−Taleghani and Olson 

(2009). 

1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

This dissertation contains five chapters in total.  

Chapter 1 provides general introduction, objective, and literature review about 

this research project. The overall purpose of this project is to understand and predict the 

influence of cemented natural fractures on hydraulic fracture propagation. The literature 

review part provides an overview of previous works that are related to this topic, 

demonstrate the importance of this project, and how this research provides insights into 

larger field operations. 

Chapter 2 introduces SCB testing approach to study the fracture−fracture 

interactions. The SCB test is commonly used to measure the rock fracture toughness, but 

it is applied in this research to study the complicated fracture−fracture interactions. 

Simple testing approach and direct observation of fracture crossing/diverting results 
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provide insights into real hydraulic fracture propagation behavior in naturally fractured 

reservoirs.  

Chapter 3 employs the finite element analysis to further understand the SCB test 

results in Chapter 2. An automatic fracture propagation algorithm is built to investigate 

the physical mechanics behind the SCB test. By comparing the displacement field around 

fracture tip of SCB test with a pressurized fracture, we present the similarity of using 

SCB test to explain the interaction between hydraulic fractures and cemented natural 

fractures. 

Chapter 4 introduces fluid flow into the model via cohesive elements to simulate 

fluid driven hydraulic fracture interacting with natural fractures orthogonally. After 

validating the numerical model with analytical crossing criterion for crossing frictional 

interfaces, this model is applied to analyze the natural fracture thickness effect. The Vaca 

Muerta case study shows that when the rock−cement coefficient of friction is around 0.4-

0.5, increasing the thickness of natural fracture reduces the chance for hydraulic fracture 

crossing soft natural fracture.  

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results that achieved from this research, and 

give recommendations to future works.  
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Chapter 2:  Fracture−Fracture Interaction Study Based on 

Semi−Circular Bend (SCB) Experiments 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic fracturing is one of the fast−developing technologies facilitating the 

success of many shale formations in the US. Proper understanding of the fracturing 

process is important to maximize fracture conductivity, improve hydrocarbon production 

and reduce completion costs. Core observations suggest that natural fractures are widely 

present in many shale formations. These natural fractures may be activated by hydraulic 

fractures and Figure 2.1 shows some possible outcomes while hydraulic fractures 

encountering natural fractures: the hydraulic fracture may direct cross, cross with an 

offset, and divert into the natural fractures (Weng, 2015). Factors that influence the 

fracture interaction have been suggested to include approach angle, in−situ stress states, 

rock and natural fracture properties, and injection rate and pressure (Blanton, 1982; 

Warpinski and Teufel, 1987; Zhou et al., 2008; Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2009; Gu et 

al., 2011; Meng and DePater, 2011; Bahorich et al., 2012; Chuprakove et al., 2013; Wang 

et al., 2013; Wu and Olson, 2014; Lee et al., 2015; Weng, 2015).  
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the interaction between hydraulic fractures and natural fractures 

in unconventional reservoirs. 

 

Laboratory experiments are of great value to study the hydraulic fracture and 

natural fractures interactions, because they provide direct and effective way to observe 

the fracture propagation, and allow for measurements that are usually not available in 

fields. With proper scaling, the laboratory−scale fracturing results can be extrapolated to 

represent actual field operations, and provide benchmark to numerical simulations (de 

Pater et al., 1994; Bahorich et al., 2012). 

One of the commonly used experiments for studying one hydraulic fracture 

encountering one natural fracture is the hydraulic fracturing block experiment. The block 
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experiment is conducted within a loading frame with a tube placed in the central region 

representing a wellbore (Bahorich and Olson, 2012). During the block experiment, fluid 

is injected into the wellbore to create fractures and the change of fluid pressure signal 

indicates the hydraulic fracture propagation or interaction with natural fractures. This 

experiment gives insightful results because of the similarity to real hydraulic fracture job 

in the field. However, having a real rock block that contains cemented natural fractures 

can be very expensive. Besides, most natural rocks have heterogeneous characteristics, 

which will make the pressure signal interpretation quite difficult. Thus, if an alternative 

testing approach could be proposed, it would be very beneficial in understanding the 

fracture−fracture interaction. 

In this chapter, we use the semi−circular bend (SCB) test to exam the fracture 

propagation and interaction with pre−existing embedded inclusions, which represent 

cemented natural fractures. In a series of experiments, we assess the influence of fracture 

approach angle, inclusion strength, and inclusion thickness on fracture propagation. The 

experimental preparation, setup and results will be discussed accordingly in this chapter. 

Hydrostone, which is a type of gypsum cement, is chosen to be the testing material. 

When mixing the gypsum cement properly with water, hydrostone becomes a cast that 

can represents a homogeneous, isotropic synthetic rock block. The hydrostone material 

properties can be easily altered by varying the hydrostone and water mixing ratio. Two 

types of inclusion materials (plaster and sandstone) representing cemented natural 

fractures are used to assess their effects on hydraulic fracture propagation.  
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2.2 SEMI−CIRCULAR BEND (SCB) TEST 

Chong and Kuruppu (1984) first introduces the SCB test to measure fracture 

toughness for rock and other brittle materials. This method only requires the usage of 

compressive load, and has been used for a broad range of rock types. Semi−circular 

specimen uses only half of the specimen size comparing with the conventional Brazilian 

tensile test specimens, which makes it cost effective and easy to handle (Park et al., 

2004). Besides, this experiment demonstrates equally reliable results as the previous 

testing method of SECB (single edge cracked beam) and SECRBB (single−edge cracked 

round bar bend) (Lim et at., 1994).  

Figure 2.2 shows the schematic view of the SCB experimental setup in the lab. By 

applying a constant displacement rate on top of the specimen, the initial fracture 

propagates from the notch once the stress intensity factor (K1) reaches rock fracture 

toughness (K1c). The fracture toughness (K1c) is known as a material property, and Lim et 

al. (1994) presents that the fracture toughness measured from SCB test is independent of 

the specimen thickness, size, and notch length. The semi−circular shaped geometry can 

be prepared easily by cutting cylindrical rock core. The fracture toughness (K1c) is 

calculated as a function of the maximum compressive load (Pmax) as   

K1c =
Pmax√πa

2RB
YI .                                                  (2.1) 

The shape factor YI is given as (Kuruppu et al., 2014) 

YI = −1.297 + 9.516(
s

2R
) − (0.47 + 16.457(

s

2R
)) (

a

R
) + (1.071 + 34.401(

s

2R
)) (

a

R
)
2
,    (2.2) 
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where a is the notch length, R is the specimen radius, B is the specimen thickness, and s 

is the distance between two supporting rollers. The suggested range for a/R is 0.4 ≤
𝑎

𝑅
≤

0.6, and s/2R is 0.5 ≤
𝑠

2𝑅
≤ 0.8 (Kuruppu et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of SCB test specimen with embedded inclusion at an 

intersecting angle θ. 

 

2.3 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

Synthetic specimens used in this study are composed of hydrostone, which is a 

type of gypsum cement produced by the U.S. Gypsum Company 

(IG−123−F1−50BAG/6−99). The ratio for mixing powder and water is given in the Table 

2.1. The inclusion slides, which are gypsum plaster or sandstones, are embedded into the 

hydrostone to represent different types of pre−existing cemented natural fractures. 
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Table 2.1: Hydrostone and plaster mixing percentages. 

Material Dry cement weight, % Water weight, % 

Hydrostone 75.7 24.3 

Gypsum plaster 63 37 

 

The well−mixed liquefied gypsum is poured into a rectangular shaped mold and is 

fully cured under room temperature. A low−speed saw is used to slice the gypsum and 

sandstone blocks to desired length and thickness. Then the gypsum/sandstone slice is put 

into a semi−circle shape mold. The bottom and side of the mold are sealed by tape, so the 

slice would be held in place before liquid hydrostone is poured. The last step is to pour 

the well−mixed liquid hydrostone into the mold. According to Bahorich et al. (2012), the 

Young’s modulus and UCS for hydrostone and plaster are a function of curing time, the 

prepared hydrostone specimens are set under the room temperature for 4 days until they 

are fully solidified.  

The semi−circle specimen is then polished with sand paper to remove any 

irregularities. Two types of specimens, with and without inclusions, are used in this study 

(Figure 2.3). The rock matrix is made of synthetic hydrostone material. Slides of plaster 

and Berea sandstone are embedded as inclusions into the hydrostone specimens at various 

approach angles () and thicknesses. The approach angle (θ) is the acute angle measured 

from the initial fracture propagation direction to the inclusion, as shown in Figure 2.3b.  
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of SCB specimens (a) without an inclusion and (b) with an 

inclusion at an approach angle of 60˚. 

 

In this study, the specimens have a diameter of 3.9 cm (1.55 in), thickness of 1.5 

cm (0.6 in), and an initial fracture length of 0.7 cm (0.3 in). The inclusion thickness is 

measured to be 0.13 cm (0.05 in). The specimen is loaded by applying a constant 
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displacement rate of 0.76 mm/min (0.03 in/min). Values of the maximum compressive 

load (Pmax) are recorded for both specimens in Figure 2.3. 

In addition to the SCB test, we prepared homogeneous hydrostone and plaster 

specimens without inclusions to measure their mechanical properties (Table 2.2). The 

tensile strength, compressive strength, and fracture toughness for hydrostone and plaster 

were measured using the Brazilian test, the unconfined compressive test, and the SCB 

test. Comparing with hydrostone, plaster has a lower Young’s modulus and a lower 

tensile strength, making it a proxy for soft cemented natural fractures. The Berea 

sandstone, which is predominantly composed of quartz and held together by silica, is 

used in this study for representing stiff cemented natural fracture. According to literature 

(Goodman, 1989; Park et al., 2004), the Berea sandstone has higher Young’s modulus 

and tensile strength than the hydrostone, which is mainly composed of gypsum cement.  

Table 2.2: Engineering properties of hydrostone and plaster 

Material 

Young’s 

modulus 

(E), GPa 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

Tensile 

strength, 

MPa 

UCS, MPa 

Fracture 

toughness, 

𝑀𝑃𝑎√𝑚 

Hydrostone 6.18 0.32* 4.82 35.75 0.42 

Plaster 1.84 0.32* 2.07 9.17 0.19 

* Value from Bahorich et al., 2012.  
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2.4 INFLUENCE OF APPROACH ANGLE 

The approach angle effects on fracture propagation were studied by testing the 

hydrostone−composed SCB specimens containing different inclusion slices (plaster and 

sandstone) and different approach angles (θ=90°, 60°, and 30°). All the hydrostone 

specimens were composed of the same powder and water ratio in order to ensure the 

relatively same mechanical properties. The thickness of inclusion slices were kept around 

1 mm. Table 2.3 shows the SCB test results. Fracture “crossing” represents the 

propagating fracture crossed over the inclusion slices and propagated toward the loading 

point. The inclusion slices were broke apart after the SCB tests. Fracture “diverting” 

represents the propagating fracture diverted along the rock−inclusion interface all the 

way to the end of the inclusion slices. The inclusion slices may or may not break apart 

after the SCB tests. 

Results in Table 2.3 shows that as the approach angle decreases from 90° to 30°, 

the induced fracture is more likely to divert along the inclusion rather than to cross over 

the inclusion (Table 2.3). Besides, the compressive load for propagating the fracture and 

the calculated fracture toughness also decrease while reducing the approach angle (Table 

2.3). These results suggest that a higher compressive load is required for the propagating 

fracture to cross over and break apart the inclusion, rather than to divert along the 

inclusion. 
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Table 2.3: SCB test results for specimens with plaster or sandstone inclusions. 

Angle 90° 60° 30° 

Inclusion Plaster Sandstone Plaster Sandstone Plaster Sandstone 

No. of specimen 

tested 
9 5 6 10 8 5 

Results 

Crossing 

with 

minor 

offset 

Crossing 

with 

minor 

offset 

Crossing 

with large 

offset 

Crossing 

with large 

offset 

diverting diverting 

Percentage of 

crossed specimen 
89% 100% 67% 40% 0% 0% 

Load, lbf 81 108 80 90 59 60 

Effective 

toughness (KIC) 
0.44 0.585 0.436 0.493 0.32 0.36 

 

For specimens with 90° approach angles (Figure 2.4), most of the propagating 

fractures crossed the inclusions (about 90 to 100% of the 5−10 specimens tested in each 

round). The fracture propagation path was straight from the initial notch toward to 

loading point. The SCB specimens broke into two symmetrical parts after the 

experiments. The fracture crossed the inclusion with a minor offset, the offset distance is 

less than 1 mm.   

 

Figure 2.4: Propagating fracture diverts along the rock−inclusion interface for specimens 

with 90° approach angles to (a) plaster inclusion; (b) sandstone inclusion. 
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With 30° approach angles (Figure 2.5), all the propagating fractures diverted 

along the lower interfaces between hydrostone and inclusion once reaching the inclusion 

slices. Most of the specimens had the diversion occurred along the lower interfaces all the 

way to the end of the inclusion slices (close to the loading point) until the specimens 

separated into two parts (Figure 2.5a−b). After the SCB tests, these inclusion slices 

remained intact. The total diverted distance for these specimens was around 10 mm. 

However, there were few specimens (Figure 2.5c−d) had the fracture diversion occurred 

along both the lower and the upper interfaces. The inclusion slices broke apart after the 

SCB tests. For these specimens, the fracture propagation can be divided into three 

processes. First, the initiated fracture propagated toward the inclusion slice. Once 

reaching the inclusion, the fracture diverted along the lower interface for a short distance 

(around 4 mm). Then, the fracture propagated through the inclusion and broke the 

inclusion slice. Finally, the fracture diverted along the upper interfaces (around 5 mm) to 

the end of the inclusion (Figure 2.5c−d).  

Another observation about the fracture path was that the fracture curved toward 

the inclusion before reaching the inclusion slice (indicated by red arrows in Figure 2.5). 

The propagating fracture was initiated vertically from the bottom notch, but then the 

fracture propagation path started to curve toward the tilted inclusion, making a more 

orthogonal approach angle. The final intersecting angle was increased to 70°−80°.   
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Figure 2.5: Propagating fracture diverts along the rock−inclusion interface for specimens 

with 30° approach angles to (a, c) plaster inclusion; (b, d) sandstone 

inclusion. The red arrow shows the curved fracture path. The blue arrow 

shows the fracture diversion distance (4−5 mm) along the rock−inclusion 

interface. 

 

With 60° approach angles, the fracture crossing/diverting behaviors are more 

complicated than specimens with 30° and 90° approach angles (Figure 2.6). For all 

specimens, we observed the fractures diverted along the rock−inclusion lower interfaces 

for a short distance before propagating through the inclusion slices. The offset distance 

along the lower interface for plaster inclusions (Figure 2.6a) was around 1−1.5 mm. For 

sandstone inclusions, the offset distance was around 2−3 mm (Figure 2.6b).  

After the small offset along the lower interfaces, most of the propagating fractures 

broke through the inclusion slices (Figure 2.6), except one specimen with plaster 

inclusion had the diverting along the lower interface all the way to the end of the 

inclusion slice.  
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After breaking apart the inclusion slices, we observed the fracture diversion 

occurred along the upper interfaces between rock and inclusion slices (Figure 2.6). There 

were 67% of the specimens with plaster inclusions and 40% of the specimens with 

sandstone inclusions had the fracture diverted along the upper interfaces for around 5 mm 

before kinking back to the rock and propagated toward the loading point (Figure 2.6a, c). 

The rest of the specimens had the fracture diverted along the upper interfaces all the way 

to the end of the inclusion slices (Figure 2.6b, d). The offset distance was measured 

around 6−7 mm.   

Similar to the 30˚ approach angle specimens, the specimens with 60˚ approach 

angle also had curved fracture propagation path toward the inclusion slices (arrow in 

Figure 2.6). The specimens with initial 60° approach angles were ended up with final 

approach angles around 70°.  
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Figure 2.6: Propagating fracture diverts along the rock−inclusion interface for specimens 

with 60° approach angles to (a−b) plaster inclusion; (c−d) sandstone 

inclusion. 

 

Lee et al. (2015) performed the SCB tests on the Marcellus Shale specimens with 

calcite cemented natural fractures and different approach angles (θ=90°, 81°, 58°, and 

43°). Consistent with our observations, as the inclusion slice is placed more oblique to 

the propagating fracture, the fracture directly crossing the natural fracture without offset 

distance becomes more difficult. They only observed the fracture crossing with offset for 

specimen with 81° approach angle. For specimens with 58° and 43° approach angles, the 

fracture diverted into the cemented natural fracture all the way to the edge of the 

specimens.  

In addition, Lee et al. (2015) viewed the fracture path using thin section analysis 

and stated that the diverted fracture path was within the calcite cemented natural fractures 

rather than along the rock−cement interfaces. They concluded that the weak planes 

located inside the calcite cement, including the fluid inclusion trails, caused the fracture 

diversion. Whereas in our study, we observed the fracture diversion occurred along the 

rock−inclusion interfaces, rather than inside the inclusion slices. In the hydrostone 

specimens, the inclusion slices are made of relatively homogeneous plater or sandstone. 

Bahorich et al. (2012) measured the fracture toughness of Berea−plaster interface bonded 

interfaces and stated the fracture toughness was 0.09 MPa√𝑚. This interface fracture 

toughness is significantly lower than the toughness for the SCB specimens with or 
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without inclusions (Table 2.2−2.3). Thus, comparing with the inclusion materail, the 

bonded interfaces are weak planes in our SCB specimens.  

In this study, the SCB tests were performed for both soft plaster inclusions and 

stiff sandstone inclusions. The fracture propagation behavior with respect to the approach 

angles (θ=90°, 60°, and 30°) is quite consistent (Table 2.2). However, using a soft plaster 

inclusion, a relative lower compressive load is required for fracture crossing over an 

orthogonally placed inclusion (Table 2.2). Whereas using a stiff sandstone inclusion, a 

relative higher compressive load is required to fracture the rock specimens with 90° 

approach angles. These observations are consistent for specimens with plaster and 

sandstone inclusions and 60° approach angles. However, for specimens with 60° 

approach angles, the offset distance for sandstone inclusions is larger than that for plaster 

inclusions (Figure 2.6). As indicated in Table 2.1, the plaster has lower tensile strength 

than the host rock. But the tensile strength of Berea sandstone is much higher than the 

host rock (Goodman, 1989; Park et al., 2004). Under the same experimental 

configuration, we expect higher loads to break specimens containing stronger inclusion 

slices (Table 2.2).  

 

2.5 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF APPROACH ANGLE 

The maximum energy release rate criterion has been applied to study the 

hydraulic fractures intersecting with natural fractures by Dahi−Taleghani and Olson 

(2009). The criterion states that in the case of a propagating fracture intersecting with a 
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cemented natural fracture, and where the fracture has more than one available 

propagation path (either the original fracture propagating direction or the natural fracture 

oriented direction), the fracture chooses the path that has higher relative energy release 

rate ratio. Two terms help with the definition of relative energy release rate ratio: Gc
rock

, 

which represents the critical energy release rate of the rock matrix; Gc
fracture

, which 

represents the critical energy release rate of the cemented natural fracture.  

The fracture propagation path is determined by comparing the relative energy 

release rate ratio of G0/Gc
rock

 and G()/Gc
fracture

, where G() is the fracture energy release 

rate along the natural fracture oriented at angle  and G0 is the fracture energy release 

rate for straight propagation (=0°). The propagating fracture will cross over the natural 

fracture if G0/Gc
rock

 is higher than G()/Gc
fracture

. In the other word, fracture crossing is 

expected if there is no natural fracture oriented within the range of . Rearranging the 

fracture crossing condition, we obtain that G()/G0<Gc
fracture

/ Gc
rock

 applies to the fracture 

crossing scenario. If the relative energy release rate ratio of G0/Gc
rock

 is less than 

G()/Gc
fracture

, the natural fracture oriented within the range of  is expected to fail, 

causing fracture diversion. The fracture diversion condition can also be expressed as 

G()/G0> Gc
fracture

/ Gc
rock

. Since the fracture diversion may happen inside the cemented 

natural fracture or through the rock−cement interface, the term Gc
fracture

 is associated with 

the smaller energy release rate between the natural fracture cement and the rock−cement 

interface (Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2009).  
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The fracture crossing criterion, which is provided by Dahi−Taleghani and Olson 

(2009), evaluates the hydraulic fracture crossing versus diverting based on the 

intersecting point. This intersecting point represents the location where the hydraulic 

fracture just reaches the natural fracture. In this section, we apply this fracture crossing 

criterion to analyze the SCB test results and constrain the rock−inclusion interface 

strength (Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2009; Lee et al., 2015). Since we only observed the 

fracture diversion occurred along the rock−inclusion interface in the SCB tests, the 

Gc
fracture

 term used in the criterion represents the fracture energy of the rock−inclusion 

interface in this study. Figure 2.7 shows the variation of G()/G0 with respect to the 

fracture propagating angle  (blue curve). Three dotted lines represent the ratios of 

Gc
interface

/ Gc
rock

. As an example, when the ratio of Gc
interface

/ Gc
rock

 equals to 0.87, the 

curve of G()/G0 exceeds Gc
interface

/ Gc
rock

 for the intersecting angle within -30°<<30°. 

This result indicates that if the natural fracture is oriented within that range (-30°<<30°), 

the fracture diversion along the interface is expected. If the intersecting angle with natural 

fracture is more than 30°, fracture crossing the interface is expected. In the other word, 

fracture diverting is more likely to occur for small approach angles, and the fracture 

crossing is expected for large approach angles.  
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Figure 2.7: Energy release rate with respect to the propagating angle (). 

  

The SCB experimental results for specimens with approach angles of 30°, 60°, 

and 90° were discussed in Section 2.4. The fracture diversion along lower interfaces was 

observed for all tested angles. Even with 90° approach angles, we observed a minor 

diverting distance once intersecting the inclusion (Figure 2.4). Thus, we can constrain the 

rock−inclusion interface energy release rate (Gc
interface

) based on Figure 2.7. Since the 

fracture diverted along the interface for all tested angles, the interface energy release rate 

for the SCB specimens is less than 0.25Gc
rock

. According to the SCB tests on 

homogeneous specimens (Table 2.2), the fracture toughness for homogeneous hydrostone 

is 0.42 MPa√𝑚. The critical energy release rate for hydrostone can be calculated using 
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equation 2.3. Thus, the hydrostone−inclusion interface energy release rate is constrained 

to the range of (0, 6.41
𝐽

𝑚2).  

Gc
hydrostone

=
𝐾2

𝐸∗
=

𝐾2(1−𝜈2)

𝐸
=

0.422∗(1−0.322)

6180
𝑀𝑃𝑎.𝑚 = 25.62

𝐽

𝑚2                  (2.3) 

 

Another observation is that the fracture kinks back after deflecting along the 

lower interface, yielding an offset pattern (Figure 2.8). The offset distance along the 

rock−inclusion is affected by the natural fracture oriented angle. According to the SCB 

tests, this diversion distance decreases with the increasing of approach angles: 4−5 mm 

for 30° approach angle; 1−3 mm for 60° approach angle; and <1 mm for 90° approach 

angle (arrow in Figure 2.8). As suggested by the energy release rate curve in Figure 2.7, 

the fracture diversion and the interface failure are promoted at small approaching angles. 

As discussed by Cooke and Underwood (2001), the fracture offset is associated with the 

interface failure. In particular, increasing the length of opening and sliding segments 

along the interface increases the offset distance (Cooke and Underwood, 2001). Thus, the 

promoted interface failure at small HF approaching angle may yield larger offset 

distance. Similar trends on offset distance with different approach angles were discussed 

by Ouchi et al. (2017). With a small approach angle, the difference of the displacement 

field between two layers has a larger impact on fracture propagation path, resulting in a 

larger offset distance (Ouchi et al., 2017). The fracture orthogonally crossing interfaces 

with offsets distance have been observed in the field (Helgenson and Aydin, 1991). The 

field observation and numerical analysis (Helgenson and Aydin, 1991; Cooke and 
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Underwood, 2001; Yue, 2015; Yue et al., 2016; Ouchi et al. 2017; Yue, 2017) show that 

the fracture offset distance is not only affected by the approaching angle, but also 

affected by the interface strength, the material property contrast between layers, and the 

rock tensile strength.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: Results of SCB tests for fracture crossing with different offset along the lower 

interface. The three specimens on the left-side contain sandstone inclusions, 

and the three specimens on the right-side contain plaster inclusions. 

 

The SCB tests were performed for specimens with both the plaster inclusions and 

the sandstone inclusions. The impact on fracture offset distance due to the approach 
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angles is consistent for both inclusion materials. However, we observed that the 

specimens with sandstone inclusions required higher compressive loads to propagate the 

fractures than the plaster inclusions (Table 2.3). The relative higher load may be 

attributed to the higher tensile strength of the Berea sandstone (Park, 2004) and the 

higher interface bond strength between hydrostone and sandstone inclusions.  

According to literature, the plaster has permeability around 57.3 md (Bahorich, 

2012) and porosity around 0.3 (Bayne, 2004). The Berea sandstone has permeability 

around 300 md and porosity about 0.22 (Garg et al., 1996). Using the Carman−Kozeny 

equation (2.4), we can roughly estimate the grain size for Berea sandstone is about 55.2 

micron and gypsum plaster is about 13.6 micron. Thus, the surface area for sandstone 

inclusion might be larger than that for plaster inclusion. The large surface area for 

sandstone inclusions provides a better interface bond strength. By visual observation, we 

also see that the surface of Berea sandstone is rougher than the surface of plaster. The 

high interface bond strength may explain the higher load required for fracturing the 

sandstone inclusions. 

k =
ɸ3𝐷𝑝

2

72𝜏(1−ɸ)2
;                                                   (2.4) 

where k represents permeability; Dp represents grain diameter; τ represents tortuosity (2.5 

for dense packing object); and ɸ represents porosity. 
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2.6 INFLUENCE OF INCLUSION THICKNESS 

According to core and outcrop observations, the thicknesses of cemented natural 

fractures vary from micrometer scale to centimeter scale (Gale et al., 2007; Rodrigues et 

al., 2009; Gale et al., 2014). In order to investigate the effect of natural fracture thickness, 

we tested series of SCB specimens that contained inclusions with different thicknesses 

but were all oriented orthogonally to the propagating fractures (Figure 2.9). The plaster 

inclusions with different thicknesses (from 1.27 mm to 8.13 mm) were embedded into the 

hydrostone rock to represent cemented natural fractures.  

Specimens after the SCB tests are provided in Figure 2.9. The fractures broke 

through the plaster inclusions and propagated toward the loading point, regardless the 

thicknesses of the inclusion slices. As shown on the fracture surface (red arrow in Figure 

2.9a), the fracture crossing was not a clear cut through the inclusion, but with an offset 

distance along both the upper and lower interfaces. We measured the offset distance 

along the lower interfaces for specimens with different inclusion thicknesses: ~4 mm 

offset for specimens with 8.13 mm thick inclusions; ~2 mm offset for specimens with 5 

mm thick inclusions; <1 mm offset for specimens with 1.27 mm thick inclusions. These 

SCB test results suggest that the offset distance along the lower interface is proportional 

to the inclusion thickness. 

Field observations show similar offset patterns on fractures orthogonally crossing 

layers with different thicknesses (Helgeson and Aydin, 1991). Since a new fracture is 

likely to initiate if the maximum tension on the intact side of the interface exceeds the 

rock tensile strength (Jaeger and Cook, 1979; Helgeson and Aydin, 1991), the 
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side−stepping distance from propagating fracture to the position of maximum tension 

determines the offset distance along the layer interface. Simulation results suggest that 

this offset distance increases with increasing the thickness of the upper layer. As a result, 

greater offset distances are expected for fractures approaching thick layers. (Helgeson 

and Aydin, 1991; Cooke and Underwood, 2000).   
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Figure 2.9: Hydrostone with plaster inclusion with different thickness (a) 1.27 mm; (b) 5 

mm; (c) 8.13 mm. 

 

2.7 SCB TEST ON ROCK SPECIMENS 

The SCB tests described so far have been only performed on synthetic hydrostone 

specimens with plaster and sandstone inclusions. In order to work with a more realistic 

rock−cement interface bonding strength, the SCB tests were performed on rock 

specimens that were collected from the beach near the Monterey Formation in southern 

California. While it was unfortunate that we had no geological context for these rocks, 

they nevertheless had multiple cemented natural fractures with different thicknesses that 

would provide insights to this study (Figure 2.10).  

These mudstone rocks were first cut into 0.5 in thick slices using an electrical 

saw. Both natural hydraulic fractures direct crossing and crossing with an offset were 

observed in the rock slices (Figure 2.10). Consistent with the SCB results, we observed 

the fracture crossing occurred for thinner cemented natural fractures (cemented natural 

fracture 1 and 2 in Figure 2.10). Whereas the fracture crossing with an offset distance 

along the interface occurred for thicker cemented natural fractures (cemented natural 

fracture 1 and 3, a and b in Figure 2.10).  
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Figure 2.10: Mudstone slices show the natural fractures crossing (cemented natural 

fracture 1 and 2) and crossing with offset (cemented natural fracture 1 and 3, 

a and b). The approach angle between natural fracture 1 and 2 is around 70, 

between 1 and 3 is around 80, and between a and b is around 85. 

 

The SCB specimens were further prepared using these rock slices. The 

preparation procedures are shown in Figure 2.11. In order to minimize any damage to the 

cemented natural fracture during specimen preparation, a low speed water saw was used 

for cutting. The final step was to use the grinding machine to smooth the specimens’ 

edges in order to achieve the semi−circular shaped specimens. Two types of SCB 

specimens were prepared for studying the effects of approach angle (Type−1) and natural 

fracture thickness (Type−2). 
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Figure 2.11: Mudstone specimens’ preparation. 

 

The Type−1 specimens (Figure 2.12) had a diameter of 1.5 in and a thickness of 

0.5 in. The thickness of the cemented natural fracture was ~0.06 in. Results of the SCB 

tests showed the induced fracture crossing the natural fractures for specimens with 90º 

approach angle (Figure 2.12a) and diverting into the natural fractures for specimens with 

Type 1 

Type 2 
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30º approach angle (Figure 2.12b−c), which is quantitatively consistent with the previous 

hydrostone testing results. For specimens with 90º approaching angles, the fracture 

crossed the natural fractures with a minor offset distance along the natural fracture. For 

specimens with 30º approaching angles, the fracture diverted along the cemented natural 

fractures all the way to the edge of the specimens. However, for these diverting fracture 

paths, we observed that instead of opening along the interfaces between the rock and the 

natural fracture as we saw in the hydrostone specimens, the natural specimens were 

fractured within the cemented natural fractures (Figure 2.12b−c). These results suggest 

that these rock samples have strong interface bond strength. The fluid inclusion trails 

might exist inside the calcite cement and promote the fracture propagation (Lee et al., 

2014).    

 

 

Figure 2.12: Mudstone specimens with (a) 90˚ and (b−c) 60˚ approach angles after SCB 

tests. Note that the fracture propagated within the natural fracture but not 

along the rock/cement interface. 
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The Type−2 specimens were applied to study the natural fracture thickness effect. 

Due to the size limitation of the available rocks, we were not able to keep the thickness 

ratio of the mudstone specimens (natural fracture thickness to the specimen diameter) the 

same as the hydrostone specimens in Section 2.6. In addition, these Type−2 SCB 

specimens were all prepared with the natural fractures oriented with 60˚ approach angles 

(Figure 2.13), and the thicknesses of the natural fractures were in the range of 9.4−12.7 

mm. We increased the diameter of the SCB specimens to the range of 38−63.5 mm, for 

the purpose to reduce the size difference between cemented natural fractures and the 

entire specimens.  

Results of the SCB tests showed that the fracture propagated through the 

cemented natural fractures for all three specimens (Figure 2.13). Although we observed 

large pores (vugs) inside the cemented natural fractures, they did not divert the 

propagating fractures. The specimen (a) in Figure 2.13 showed a curving propagation 

path toward the cemented natural fracture. The approach angle increased from the initial 

60˚ to nearly 90˚ while intersecting with the cemented natural fracture. The propagating 

fracture diverted inside the natural fracture around 10 mm before kicking back toward the 

loading point. The specimen (b) in Figure 2.13 had a cemented natural fracture with 

thickness of 10 mm. We observed that the fracture did not propagate from the tip of the 

initial notch, but propagated from a small crack next to the notch. The specimen (c) in 

Figure 2.13 showed a curved fracture propagation path toward the cemented natural 

fracture before intersecting, and then the fracture propagated toward the loading point.  
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Figure 2.13: Mudstone specimens with different natural fracture thicknesses (a) 9.4 mm; 

(b) 10 mm; (c) 12.7 mm. 

 

In the previous hydrostone tests (Section 2.5), we observed the fracture crossed 

the inclusion with an offset distance. However, for these mudstone specimens, we did not 

observe a clear offset pattern along the cemented natural fractures. One reason for this 

different behavior may be the difference of natural fracture thickness and its size in 

comparison to the entire specimen. Due to the size limitation of available rock samples, 

we were not able to cut the mudstone specimens with the same size ratio of the fracture 

thickness to the entire specimen as the hydrostones in Section 2.6. Besides, these 

mudstone specimens were very heterogeneous, such as the existence of vugs. These 

heterogeneous features add more difficulties to analyze the SCB test results.  
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2.8 CONCLUSIONS 

The SCB tests were performed using synthetic hydrostone specimens with plaster 

and sandstone inclusions for the purpose to mimic the hydraulic fracture intersecting with 

cemented natural fractures. The inclusion slices with different strength, thickness and 

approach angles were used to mimic different types of cemented natural fractures. 

Specimens with softer inclusions were analogous to shale rocks with calcite cemented 

natural fractures and specimens with stiffer inclusions were analogous to shale rocks with 

quartz cemented natural fractures.  

Experimental results indicate that the fracture propagation direction is strongly 

influenced by pre−existing inclusions. The propagating fractures crossed the inclusion 

slices with an offset distance along the rock−inclusion interfaces. The offset distance 

decreased with the increasing of the approach angles. For orthogonally approaching 

fractures, the offset distance was affected by the thickness of the inclusion slice. In 

addition, we also observed that for specimens with low approach angle inclusions, the 

initiated fractures curved toward the inclusion. This curved path indicates that the stress 

field near the fracture tip was changed due to the pre−existing inclusions. 

The approach angle and inclusion thickness effects were also tested using the 

mudstone rocks with more realistic interfacial bonding between rock matrix and 

cemented natural fractures. For the mudstone specimens, the experimental results suggest 

that instead of opening the interface between the rock and the cemented natural fracture 

as we saw in the synthetic specimens, the natural specimens were fractured inside the 

cement. The bonding interface may play an important role in the SCB tests and cause the 
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propagation path different between the real rock specimens and the synthetic rock 

specimens.  

The implication of this experimental study is to provide insights into the real 

interactions between hydraulic fractures and natural fractures. Since the cemented natural 

fractures are often occurred in parallel sets, it is important to evaluate the natural fracture 

orientation before the hydraulic fracturing treatments. Our results imply that if the 

hydraulic fractures have lower approach angles toward the natural fractures, the ultimate 

fracture networks are going to have a higher complexity. The thickness of natural 

fractures can also add to the complexity (specifically, it can increase the offset distance). 

The ultimate results are the complex fracture networks, which is in turn suggested by the 

microseismic observations.  

Subsurface reservoir rocks are normally under compressive load from all 

directions and have fluid pressure inside the pore space. These conditions are likely to 

have an influence on the hydraulic fracture propagation, but are impossible to 

accommodate in the standard SCB tests. Numerical simulation (Chapter 4) is necessary to 

address the shortcomings of SCB tests.  
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Chapter 3:  Fracture−Fracture Interaction Study Based on 

Finite Element Method 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

  In the previous chapter, the SCB test was applied to study the hydraulic fracture 

and natural fractures interactions experimentally. A series experiments with different 

approach angle, inclusion strength and thickness were tested. The resulting different 

fracture propagation paths indicate the importance of different types of pre−existing 

natural fractures. Next, it would be of great importance to develop a numerical model to 

further understand the mechanics behind the SCB test results in Chapter 2.  

  Many numerical models have been developed to analyze the hydraulic fracture 

and natural fractures interactions. Most of them are based on the finite element method 

(FEM), the boundary element method (BEM), and the discrete element method (DEM) 

(Potyondy et al., 1996; Potyondy and Cundall, 2004; Zhang and Jeffrey, 2006; 

Dahi−Taleghani and Olson, 2009; Gu et al., 2011; Chuprakove et al., 2013; Kresse et al., 

2013; Virgo et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2016; Wu and Olson, 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Lee 

et al., 2015; Weng, 2015; Fu et al., 2015; Gonzalez et al., 2015; Haddad et al., 2016).  

  The FEM remains a mainstream numerical tool in engineering rock mechanics, 

because of its maturity and advantages in handling material heterogeneity, coupled fluid 

flow elasticity problems, and moving fracture boundaries (Advani et al., 1990; Jing, 

2003). The FEM is one of the techniques by obtaining approximate solutions to many 

problems that encountered in engineering analysis, while the analytical solutions are not 
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available (Barton and Rajan, 2000). Advani et al. (1990) develops a FEM model for 

modeling a vertical hydraulic fracture propagation in layered reservoirs. Considering the 

need for remeshing during fracture propagation in finite element simulation, 

Dahi−Taleghani and Olson (2011) develops an Extended Finite Element Model to 

simulate non−planar fracture propagation without need of remeshing.  

  In this chapter, the FEM code in ABAQUS (version 6.14) is used to numerically 

analyze the SCB test results performed in Chapter 2, including the effects of approach 

angle and the natural fracture thickness. The SCB test results indicate if the natural 

fractures are activated, failure may occur along the interface between rock and natural 

fracture, or inside the natural fractures. In this chapter, we provide detailed numerical 

analysis for this results. In the SCB test, the interface may open gradually, and attract a 

propagating fracture. The high stress regions are located at the failed interface may 

initiate a new fracture within the inclusion, causing the fracture offset distance.   

 

3.2 NUMERICAL MODEL VERIFICATION 

  An automatic fracture propagation algorithm is built using the traditional finite 

element approach based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (Atkinson, 1987). This 

algorithm aims to simulate non−planar fracture propagation in 2D medium calculated 

with the ABAQUS code. The fracture propagation is determined by the crack tip stress 

intensity factor based on the J−integral method (Rice, 1968). A crack line (Figure 3.1), 
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which forms a closed loop around the crack plane (marked in blue in Figure 3.1), defines 

the crack tip region. The crack front (red dot in Figure 3.1) and the virtual crack 

extension direction (q) are specified within this crack tip region. The first layer of 

element surrounding the crack tip computes the first contour integral. Any additional 

layer within the crack tip region computes each subsequent contour. During the fracture 

propagation, the closed loop crack tip region is updated continuously to match the 

fracture geometry.  

 

Figure 3.1: Typical focused mesh used for modeling the crack tip region. 

 

  First, a homogeneous hydrostone sample with a radius of 3.7 cm and an initial 

crack length of 0.6 cm is built (Figure 3.2) in the Parts Module. The elastic properties for 

hydrostone (provided in Table 2−1) are assigned to the region representing hydrostone. 

Next, in the Mesh Module, swept mesh is assigned to the circular crack tip region to 

create focused mesh, which is required for the contour integral evaluation. The mesh is 

generated from the crack tip in a radial fashion over the circle. In the rest part of the 

model, the unstructured free Quad-dominated element is assigned allowing most 
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flexibility. A global seed size of 0.0003 is assigned to the entire part with a local 40 seeds 

(Figure 3.2) to the circular boundary between the free mesh and the focused crack tip 

mesh. The size of the crack−tip elements influences the accuracy of solution. In general, 

the smaller the radial dimension of the elements from the crack tip, the better the stress 

and strain calculation, and the better contour integral calculation. The crack tip subtend 

angle less than 10° are generally suggested for obtaining accurate results. In addition, 8 

seeds are assigned from the crack tip to the circular boundary (Figure 3.3b). The 8-node 

biquadratic plane strain element (CPE8R) is used in the model. In the Boundary 

Condition Module, a compressive load is defined to gradually apply on the top of the 

specimen. Two support rollers are applied on the bottom of SCB specimen, restricting the 

displacement in the vertical direction. 

 

Figure 3.2: Hydrostone sample (a) geometry and (b) mesh. 

 

  The crack tip stress intensity factor increases gradually until the pre−defined load 

is fully applied to the specimen. If the calculated stress intensity factor reaches the 

pre−defined fracture toughness (KIc), the fracture propagates one step forward (KI =KIc). 

During the fracture propagation process, the compressive load decreases accordingly to 
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maintain the fracture tip stress intensity factor as KIc. For every increment of the top load, 

the crack tip stress intensity factor will be calculated; and for every increment of the 

fracture length, the near tip mesh will be regenerated. 

  Figure 3.3 shows an example of the maximum principal stress distribution at the 

moment that fracture propagates. As indicated by the contour values (Figure 3.3), the 

high stress regions are all localized in the vicinity of the crack tip, the loading point, and 

the supporting rollers. The crack tip stress intensity factor (KI), which evaluates the 

fracture propagation condition, is calculated based on the five contours located near the 

crack tip region (red dot in Figure 3.3). At the particular moment of Figure 3.3, the 

calculated crack tip stress intensity factor is averaged to 0.417 MPa√𝒎. This value is 

close to the pre−defined hydrostone fracture toughness (0.42 MPa√𝒎) with a difference 

of 0.7%. Thus, the fracture propagation condition is achieved, and the fracture will 

propagate one step forward. 

 

Figure 3.3: Stress contour of maximum principal stress for hydrostone at the moment of 

fracture propagation. 
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  Figure 3.4 shows the flow chart of fracture propagation algorithm used in this 

study. This script (Appendix A) is applied to the fracture propagation process (step 2 and 

above). The fracture initiation process (step 1) can be conveniently created using 

ABAQUS CAE. This script first read the deformed geometry from the previous step. 

Then, a crack increment will be added into the model and the mesh will be regenerated 

near the crack tip. A new input file containing a crack increment will be created after the 

script, which can be submitted via the ABAQUS commend. The stress state from the 

previous step will then be mapped into the new model for continuing the fracture 

propagation analysis. The average computational time for each crack increment is less 

than 1 minute using a desktop with Intel Core i7-2600 CPU processor. 

 

Figure 3.4: Flowchart of the fracture propagation in FEM simulation. 
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 The compressive load versus displacement of the SCB simulation is compared with 

the lab measurement (Figure 3.5) by changing the mesh seed size (0.0001, 0.0003, and 

0.0005). As shown in the figure, the simulated peak load and axial displacement match 

well with the lab measurement. Upon fracture propagation, since the load dropped 

dramatically from the peak value to 0, we were not able to obtain the post peak failure 

behavior through experiment. The global seed of 0.0003 (medium mesh) is applied to the 

model, as only small difference is observed by changing the seed size from 0.0003 to 

0.0001. While in the simulation, the post peak failure is simulated as a pseudo static 

process, with the load gradually decreasing during the fracture propagation.      

 

Figure 3.5: Load versus axial displacement curve for hydrostone specimen. 
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 As discussed in Chapter 2, the fracture toughness (K1c) of a homogeneous specimen 

is calculated as a function of the maximum compressive load (Pmax). According to 

equation 2.1, while keeping the applied load (P) as a constant value, different notch 

lengths (a) corresponds to different stress intensity factors (K1). Figure 3.6 compares the 

simulated stress intensity factor (K1) with the published solution provided by Kuruppu et 

al. (2014) by changing the fracture increment (∆a, 0.6 mm, 1 mm, and 1.2 mm). The 

x−axis (Figure 3.7) is a/R, which represents the distance from the fracture tip to the edge 

of the specimen. The y−axis corresponds to the calculated stress intensity factor. As 

shown in the figure, the simulated stress intensity factor matches well with the published 

solution (Kuruppu et al., 2014). Changing the fracture increment does not influence the 

calculated stress intensity factor.  
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Figure 3.6: A comparison between FEM simulation and the analytical solution from 

Kuruppu et al. (2014). 

 

  After verifying the numerical model for homogeneous SCB specimens, the 

simulation is then performed for specimens with embedded sandstone inclusions. The 

material properties for rock and inclusion is provided in Table 2.2. Along the 

rock−inclusion interface, a cohesive interface model is implemented to describe the 

interface failure by relating the interface normal and shear stresses to the normal and 

shear separations across the interface. This cohesive interface model is based on the 

linear elastic traction−separation relationship (Figure 3.7). The interface failure will be 

initiated if the interface normal or shear stress exceeds the prescribed interface strength 

(To 
interface

). After the failure initiation, the interface stress gradually decreases to zero, 

representing a complete failed and open interface (Figure 3.7).   

 

Figure 3.7: The interface traction−separation behavior and the interface damage criterion. 
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 The interface tensile strength (To
interface

) and the interface energy release rate 

(Gc
interface

) are required for the cohesive interface model. Considering the SCB test results 

in Chapter 2, the interface energy is set as 2.6 J/m
2
, and the interface tensile strength is 

set as 0.5 MPa in this study. An interface frictional coefficient 0.6 is defined for interface 

frictional behavior. Once the cohesive interface failed but the two surfaces are still in 

contact, the Coulomb frictional model will be activated to describe the interface stress 

state. 

The current algorithm is able to model nonplanar fracture propagation, but cannot 

directly simulate fracture crossing or crossing with offset along an interface. Due to this 

limitation, in this study we only simulate the process of fracture approaching the 

inclusion. The possible crossing/diverting results are inferred by analyzing the stress state 

around the inclusion. 

 

3.3 INFLUENCE OF APPROACH ANGLE 

The SCB tests in Chapter 2 indicate that the approach angle exerts a strong 

control on fracture crossing over versus diverting along the inclusion. It is of great 

importance to numerically simulate fracture propagation in the SCB tests while 

encountering inclusions with different approach angles to further understand the 

fracturing process. Consistent with the experimental specimen, the model has a radius of 

3.7 cm and an initial notch of 6 mm. In the simulation, the inclusion dimension is kept as 

18.5 mm in length and 0.5 mm in width. For all simulated approach angles, the vertical 

distance from the notch tip to the lower interface is kept as 7.2 mm. Once the stress 
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intensity factor at the fracture tip reaches the material’s fracture toughness, the fracture 

starts to propagate.  

Figure 3.8 shows the contour plots of the maximum principal stresses when 

fractures start to propagate from the initial position. As shown in the figure, high stress 

regions are located in the vicinity of the crack tip, at the loading and supporting points, 

and on top of the inclusion slices close to the loading point. This study uses the tension 

positive sign convention. The symmetrical stress contour for specimen with 90° approach 

angle indicates a straight fracture propagation path, whereas the unsymmetrical stress 

contours for specimen with 30°and 60° approach angles indicate curving fracture paths.  

 

Figure 3.8: The plots of the maximum principal stress contour at the fracture propagation 

moment when the approach angles are (a) 30°; (b) 60°; (c) 90°. 

 

In the SCB tests in Chapter 2, we observed that as the approach angle decreases, 

the required load for fracturing also decreased (Table 2.3). This load decreasing trend is 

observed in the numerical simulation as well. Figure 3.9 shows the load versus 

displacement curves for specimens with different approach angles. Comparing with the 

homogeneous specimen, the specimen containing an inclusion slice requires less 

compressive load to propagate the fracture.  
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Figure 3.9: Load versus axial displacement curve for homogeneous specimen and 

specimen with inclusion at 30°, 60°, and 90° approach angles. The fracture 

propagation starts once the compressive load reaches the maximum value. 

 

The difference in the compressive load may be attributed to the interface shear 

stress. The fracture tip imposes different shear stress along the interface for different 

approach angles, which may in turn influence the required compressive load. To evaluate 

the shear stress impact, we plot the interface shear stress for various approach angles in 

Figure 3.10. For the specimen with 30° approach angle, the shear stress along the 

interface equals to zero between x=4 mm and x=12 mm, suggesting that the majority of 

the interface has failed completely. Therefore, the interface only provides limited 

constraint to the sample deformation. A smaller compressive load is required to cause the 

fracture propagation. However, for the specimen with 90° approach angle, the shear 
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stress along the interface is larger, which indicates the interface exerts larger constraint to 

the sample deformation. Thus, a high compressive load is necessary for propagating the 

fracture. The shear stress magnitude for specimen with 60° approach angle is between the 

shear stress for 30° and 90° approach angles. Therefore, a moderate compressive load is 

required to propagate the fracture for 60° approach angle specimen.  

 

Figure 3.10: Interface shear stress for specimens with various approach angles. 

 

3.3.1 Specimen with 90° Approach Angle 

The fracture‒induced stress distribution for different approach angles provides 

insight into the cause of different crossing behaviors. The fracture propagation for 
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specimens with 90°, 60°, and 30° approach angles will be analyzed from Section 3.3.1 to 

Section 3.3.3.  

Figure 3.11 shows the maximum principal stress contour plots for a fracture 

approaching an inclusion orthogonally. The straight propagation path is due to the 

symmetrical stress distribution generated by the symmetrical specimen and the loading 

geometry. As the fracture propagates from step 1 to step 2, two high tensile stress regions 

are generated on top of the inclusion located at either side of the fracture, suggesting the 

stress directly ahead of the fracture not experiencing the highest tension. As the fracture 

propagates from step 2 to step 6, the size and the magnitude of these two high stress 

regions are increasing, but the distance between them is decreasing. These high tensile 

stress zones above the inclusion are likely to promote the fracture crossing through the 

inclusion. The discontinuous contour over the inclusion is caused by the modulus contrast 

between rock and inclusion, as well as the interface deformation. These will in turn 

influence the stress field inside the inclusion and the fracture crossing behavior.  

 

Figure 3.11: Illustration of the maximum principal stress for specimen containing an 

inclusion with 90° approach angle 
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To investigate the potential of fracture crossing, diverting, or crossing with an 

offset distance, we evaluate the tensile stress along the upper surface of the lower 

interface (the lower interface of the inclusion) during fracture propagation. If the tensile 

stress along the interface of the inclusion exceeds the inclusion’s tensile strength, a new 

fracture will be initiated (Jaeger and Cook, 1979). According to Chapter 2, comparing 

with the tensile strength of the host rock (~5 MPa), the inclusion has a relative lower 

tensile strength (~2 MPa). Thus, the inclusion may initiate a new fracture before the 

fracture tip reaching the lower interface. The location of the new fracture is expected to 

be off the plane of the original propagating fracture (Helgeson and Aydin, 1991), 

resulting an offset distance along the interface.   

 Figure 3.12a shows the stress state along the inclusion’s surface of the lower 

interface (Sxx) during fracture propagation. If the stress exceeds the rock’s tensile strength 

(2 MPa), a new fracture will be initiated at the inclusion’s surface of the lower interface. 

A small off plane fracture may initiate at the location of the highest tensile stress, 

promoting the fracture crossing with an offset distance. As shown in Figure 3.12a, there 

are two high stress regions locating on either side of the fracture, corresponding to the 

high stress zones above the inclusion in Figure 3.11. The distance between these two high 

stress regions decreases as fracture propagates from step1 to step 4. At step 5, the stress 

magnitude exceeds 2 MPa, suggesting a new fracture is initiated from one of these two 

locations. The distance between these two high stress regions is 1.6 mm, which gives an 

offset distance of 0.8 mm. In the SCB tests in Chapter 2, the offset distance was measured 
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less than 1 mm, which is comparable to this simulation result. The normal stress along the 

interface is illustrated in Figure 3.12b. From step1 to step 4, the interface normal stress in 

the middle of the interface gradually decreases, but the interfaces remain intact. At step 5, 

the interface normal stress reaches the predefined interface strength (0.5 MPa), 

suggesting the initiation of interface failure. The location of the failed interface 

corresponds to the location of fracture re−initiation in Figure 3.12a.  
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Figure 3.12: (a) Tensile stress along the upper surface of the lower interface; (b) Normal 

stress along the interface.   
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3.3.2 Specimen with 60° Approach Angle 

Figure 3.13 shows the change of the maximum principal stress for specimen with 

60° approach angle. As the fracture approaches the interface, the fracture propagation 

path curves toward the inclusion. The simulation results show that the final approach 

angle is increased from 60° to 73°. This change of approach angle was also observed in 

the SCB tests in Chapter 2, which had a final approach angle between 70° and 80°. At the 

initial fracture propagation moment (step 1 in Figure 3.13), we observe a stress 

concentration located at the inclusion’s lower left edge. This high stress region may be 

caused by the existence of a sharp edge of the inclusion under high compression. In 

addition, there is another high stress region located on top of the inclusion close to the 

loading point, which may due to the bending effect. The existence of these two high 

stress regions influence the fracture propagation path, causing a curved fracture path.  

 

Figure 3.13:  Illustration of the maximum principal stress for specimen containing an 

inclusion with 60 approach angle 
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 Fracture re−initiation within the inclusion is expected when the tensile stress 

exceeds the tensile strength of the inclusion. Figure 3.14a shows the change of stress state 

along the inclusion’s lower interface during fracture propagation. After step 1, we 

observe a high stress region at the location of x=0.0165 m. This stress concentration may 

be due to the bending effect, because its interface is under compressive stress (Figure 

3.14b). As the fracture propagates from step 1 to step 5, there is another high stress 

region (x= ~0.012 m) formed on the left side of the original high stress zone (x=0.165 m). 

The stress magnitude of this left zone increases significantly as the fracture approaches 

the interface. After step 4, the tensile stress at the location of x=0.0127 m exceeds 2 MPa, 

suggesting a new fracture initiates at x equals to 0.0127 m. In addition, the interface 

normal stress (Figure 3.14b) exceeds the predefined interface tensile strength at step 4, 

suggesting the interface failure. The location of the maximum tensile stress is 

coincidence with the location where the interface fails. Assuming the original fracture tip 

reaches the interface with the approach angle of 73, we measure the fracture offset 

distance as 1.2 mm along the lower interface. This offset value is comparable to the SCB 

results in Chapter 2 (1−1.5 mm offset for plaster inclusion). 
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Figure 3.14: (a) Tensile stress along the upper surface of the lower interface; (b) interface 

normal stress.   
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3.3.3 Specimen with 30° Approach Angle 

Figure 3.15 shows the contour plots of the maximum principal stress for specimen 

with 30° approach angle. From step 1 to step 4, the propagating fracture curves toward 

the inclusion with a final approach angle of 79.8°. During fracture propagation, there is a 

high stress region initiated within the upper right part of the inclusion, close to the 

loading point. This is the possible location for initiating a new fracture, causing the offset 

distance. Similar to the 60° approach angle case, there is a high stress zone close to the 

inclusion’s lower left edge, which is likely caused by the sharp edge. 

 

  Figure 3.15: Illustration of the maximum principal stress for specimen containing an 

inclusion with 30 approach angle 

 

The stress analysis along the lower surface in Figure 3.16a suggests that a new 

fracture initiates (x=0.015 m) within the inclusion before the original fracture starting to 

propagate (stress intensity factor equals to 0.3 MPa√𝑚). Assuming the propagating 

fracture intersects the interface with an angle of 79.8°, we measure the offset distance is 

around 0.005 m. Some of the SCB tests in Chapter 2 shows the offset distance of 4−5 mm 
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for specimen with 30 approach angle. Figure 3.16b shows the interface stress condition 

during fracture propagation. At the moment of new fracture initiation, the interface 

normal stress reaches the tensile strength at the location of x=0.015 m. After step 1, we 

observe that the interface stress equals to zero for the interface between x=0.0035 m and 

x=0.012 m, indicating open interface. This open interface may promote the original 

fracture propagating toward the interface. Once reaching the interface at x=0.01 m, a new 

fracture at x=0.015 m is anticipated to propagate inside the inclusion, causing a 5 mm 

offset distance.     
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Figure 3.16: (a) Tensile stress along the upper surface of the lower interface; (b) interface 

normal stress. Step 0 represents the moment when the new fracture initiates 

within the inclusion. The block marked in orange represents the region has 

open interface.   

 

3.4 EFFECT OF INCLUSION THICKNESS 

According to the observations from cores and outcrops, the thicknesses of natural 

fractures vary from micrometer to centimeter scale (Gale et al., 2014), which may 

influence hydraulic fracture propagation behavior. The SCB results in Chapter 2 showed 

that depending on the inclusion’s thickness, fracture may cross the inclusion with 

different offset distance along the interface. Experimental results suggested that the 

fracture offset distance increased with the increasing inclusion thickness: <1 mm offset 

for 1.27 mm thick inclusion, ~2 mm offset for 5 mm thick inclusion, and ~4 mm offset for 

8.13 mm thick inclusion. 
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  In this section, we simulate the effect of inclusion’s thickness on fracture crossing 

behavior. The following simulation setup is identical to the simulation in Section 3.3, but 

with an inclusion thickness ranges from 1.27 mm to 8.13 mm. The distance between the 

fracture tip to the middle line of inclusion is kept the same for all cases (Figure 3.17). The 

initial fracture length (a) is 6 mm.  

  Figure 3.17 shows the contour plots of maximum principal stresses for specimens 

with different inclusion thicknesses. Along the inclusion’s lower interface, two high 

stress regions are generated on either side of the fracture as the fracture propagates from 

step 1 to step 3 (Figure 3.17), suggesting one new fracture may initiate to cause the 

offset. The stress magnitude is higher for specimen with thicker inclusion. Consistent 

with the laboratory results, the model with 8.13 mm thick inclusion requires a greater 

compressive load (1.08P1) to initiate the fracture from the notch. Since the Young’s 

modulus of sandstone is higher than hydrostone, the stiff sandstone inclusion may yield 

greater constraint to the sample deformation. Since the thick inclusion specimen contains 

more sandstone than the thin inclusion specimen, a higher load is needed for the thick 

inclusion specimen to propagate the fracture. Consequently, under the same load 

condition, a thick inclusion will likely inhibit the fracture crossing.  
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Figure 3.17: Illustration of the maximum principal stress for hydrostone specimens 

containing inclusions with different thicknesses (a) 8.13 mm; (b) 5 mm; (c) 

1.27 mm. 

 

The maximum principal stress and interface normal stress along the inclusion’s 

lower surface are plotted in Figure 3.18. For specimen with 1.27 mm thick inclusion, a 

new fracture initiates within the inclusion when the fracture length is 17 mm. For 

specimens with 5 mm and 8.13 mm thick inclusions, the maximum tensile stress in the 

inclusion reaches tensile strength before the original fracture propagation. By 

interpolation, we can estimate the fracture offset distance for different inclusion 

thicknesses: 1.8 mm offset for 1.27 mm thick inclusion; 6.5 mm offset for 5 mm thick 

inclusion, 8.5 mm offset for 8.13 mm thick inclusion. Consistent with the SCB test 

results, the offset distance increases with the inclusion thickness. The interface normal 

stress decreases with increasing the fracture length. For specimens with 5 mm and 8.13 
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mm thick inclusions, the interface remains intact when the new fracture initiates at step 1. 

For specimen with 1.27 mm thick inclusion, the interface fails at the moment of initiating 

new fracture.  

 

Figure 3.18: Tensile stress along the upper surface of the lower interface and (b) normal 

stress along the interface for specimens with different inclusion thicknesses 

(a) 8.13 mm; (b) 5 mm; (c) 1.27 mm. 

 

Bedding‒parallel cemented natural fractures are often observed in the Vaca 

Muerta Formations (Rodrigues et al., 2009; Gale et al., 2014). The thickness of natural 

fractures varies from 1 mm to 16 cm, with 5 cm on average. If hydraulic fractures 

approach these natural fractures orthogonally, we anticipate hydraulic fractures would 

cross the 5 cm thick natural fractures with an offset distance around 6 cm. This large 

offset distance may inhibit the proppant transportation, so as to influence the overall well 

performance.   
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

  In this study, the fracture propagation in the SCB specimen is used to mimic the 

hydraulic fracture propagation in the subsurface. One major difference between these two 

processes is the driving mechanism. Hydraulic fractures are driven by fluid pressure 

inside the fracture, whereas the SCB test is driven by tensile loading induced by 

three−point bending. Thus it is necessary to elaborate if bending of the pre−existing 

natural fracture (a dominant feature of SCB test) exists in hydraulic fracturing and to 

what extent.  

  In this section, we compare the bending effect in the SCB test with the numerical 

solution of a pressurized crack (Figure 3.19b), as the pressurized crack is a good proxy 

for a fluid−driven fracture (Dahi−Taleghani, 2009). To simplify the comparison, we used 

a hydrostone SCB specimen that did not contain plaster inclusion (Figure 3.19a). 

Displacement in the vertical direction along the red dotted line (Figure 3.19) was 

calculated to evaluate the bedding effect in two steps (Table 3.1). The red dotted line in 

Figure 3.19 represents the inclusion location in the SCB test. The fracture length (a), the 

distance to inclusion (d), and the crack tip stress intensity factor (K) were kept the same 

for both models in each steps (Table 3.1).  
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(a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 3.19: (a) Geometry of the SCB specimen; (b) geometry of the pressurized crack in 

an infinite plate. 

 

Table 3.1 Parameters for the SCB specimen and the infinite plate geometry 

 
 

  Figure 3.20 shows the results of displacement values along the hypothetical 

inclusion (dotted lines in Figure 3.19) for step 1 and step 2. The dotted lines in Figure 

3.20 represent SCB results and the circles represent pressurized crack results. The x−axis 

represents the normalized distance from ahead of the crack plane to the end of the 

hypothetical inclusion (L, marked in Figure 2.3b). For the SCB test results, end of the 

hypothetical inclusion also means getting close to the edge of the specimen, where may 

contain some boundary effects. The y−axis represents vertical displacement along the 

hypothetical inclusion. Results in Figure 3.20 indicates that the bending effect exists not 
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only in the SCB test, but also in the pressurized crack. The pressurized crack introduces 

its own bending to the region ahead of the crack tip, although the magnitude of bending is 

different from that in the SCB test. The reason for this difference is that the bending 

effect in SCB test is a combination of three−point load and fracture, but the pressurized 

crack is fracture only. However, as the fracture tip approaches the inclusion, the 

difference between the SCB test and the pressurized crack is decreasing, which indicates 

that the bending effect caused by fracture becomes more dominant. In another word, the 

bending effect induced by the three−point load of the SCB geometry is not substantial as 

the fracture gets more close to the inclusion. Besides, as the fracture lengths (a) increases, 

the bending effect will also increase and the results of SCB test and pressurized crack 

will be more comparable.  
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Figure 3.20: Displacement along the hypothetical inclusion. Distance along the x axis is 

normalized with the half length of the hypothetical inclusion. Num−SCB1 

and Num−frac1 represent the result of step 1; Num−SCB2 and Num−frac2 

represent the result of step 2. 

 

  In addition to the bending analysis for homogeneous SCB specimen, the stress 

state of a SCB specimen that contains an inclusion and one without are compared to 

further analyze this testing approach (Figure 3.21). The simulation setup is the same as 

the model in Section 3.1. In the stress contour plots (Figure 3.21), the red and orange 

color represent regions are under high tensile stress, and the blue and green color 
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represent regions are under high compressive stress. For the specimen without inclusion, 

the high stress region (white arrow) is located above the inclusion. For the specimen with 

fracture, we observe the high stress regions are located both above and below (red arrow) 

the inclusion. These results indicate that the tensile stress zone below the inclusion is 

actually introduced by the approaching fracture, and the zone above the inclusion is 

introduced by bending and boundary effects. This observation again confirms the 

capability of using SCB test to study the fracture propagation and approaching inclusion 

slides. The bending effect, which is a dominant feature of SCB test, will not influence the 

actual fracture−fracture interaction results.  

  Thus, we think using the SCB test to study the fracture−fracture interaction in the 

subsurface condition is a suitable method. For homogeneous specimen, although the 

driving mechanism between SCB test and pressurized crack is different, these two 

methods have similar bending effects. For specimen with embedded inclusion, the 

bending effect mostly occurs for region above the inclusion, which will not influence the 

fracture propagation. Further, in the SCB tests we observed crossing/diverting results 

similar to that of the fluid driven fracture−fracture interaction (Bahorich et al, 2012; 

Virgo et al., 2013), suggesting the SCB test is applicable to represent hydraulic 

fracturing. 
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(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 3.21: S11 stress contour plot for specimen (a) without fracture; (b) with fracture. 

 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

  This chapter presents the FEM simulation results of the SCB tests. This work 

supports the use of SCB tests and subsequent FEM analysis in investigating fracture‒

fracture interaction. The crossing/diverting results from SCB tests and FEM simulations 

can provide insight into hydraulic fracture propagation behavior in naturally fractured 

reservoirs. Though SCB test is mainly used for fracture toughness measurement, this 

study shows that it is also a proper method to investigate the interaction between 

hydraulic fractures and cemented natural fractures using small pieces of core samples that 

contain natural fractures with various properties. The opening of hydraulic fracture 

induces bending to the region ahead of the fracture tip, the magnitude of bending in 

hydraulic fracture is comparable to the bending in SCB test as the fracture tip gets closer 

to the pre−existing natural fracture.  
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  Consistent with the SCB experimental results in Chapter 2, the cemented natural 

fractures can be reactivated during hydraulic fracturing treatments and influence the 

hydraulic fracture growth. As indicated by the stress state inside the inclusion, hydraulic 

fractures are likely to cross the cemented natural fracture with an offset distance along the 

rock−cement interface. Depending on the approach angle and the natural fracture 

thickness, the offset distance changes. Hydraulic fracture crossing natural fracture with a 

small offset distance is likely to occur for strongly bonded rock−cement interface and 

deep burial depth. If hydraulic fracture diverting occurs, the fracture can not only divert 

inside the natural fracture as mentioned by Lee et al. (2015), but can also divert along the 

rock−natural fracture interface. Near−orthogonal approach angle and small cement 

thickness are likely to cause hydraulic fracture crossing over cemented natural fractures 

with a small offset distance, resulting in long hydraulic fractures and less complicated 

fracture networks. More oblique approach angle and large cement thickness, and weak 

interface are likely to divert hydraulic fractures into the rock−cement interface for a large 

offset distance, resulting in short hydraulic fractures and more complicated fracture 

networks.   
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Chapter 4:  Hydraulic Fracture − Natural Fracture 

Interaction Study Based on Finite Element Simulations 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this chapter is to numerically evaluate the effect of the natural 

fracture thickness on hydraulic fracture propagation and to examine the validity of 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s crossing criterion with various natural fracture 

thicknesses. Factors including the modulus contrast, the differential stress, and the 

interface properties are also analyzed combining with the natural fracture thickness. This 

combined model would improve the accuracy of commercial hydraulic fracturing 

simulators. Particularly, it can accommodate the limitation of applying this crossing 

criterion into reservoirs with thick natural fractures.  

This chapter begins with a brief introduction of the Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s 

crossing criterion. Next, a cohesive zone finite element model is introduced to simulate 

the hydraulic fracture propagation. This model couples the fracture propagation, fluid 

flow within the fracture, and the rock elastic deformation. The simulation results are 

compared with results that are available in the literature to validate the model. This model 

is then applied to solve for hydraulic fracture approaching thick natural fractures. The 

friction between rock matrix and natural fractures, the natural fracture thickness, and the 

mechanical properties of natural fractures are taken into account. This numerical model is 

then upgraded to reservoir scale to quantitatively analyze the fracture crossing behavior at 

the bedding−parallel natural fractures in the Vaca Muerta Formation.  
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As discussed in Section 1.4 of Chapter 1, bedding−parallel natural fractures are 

common in shale formations, although they are not as ubiquitous as the sub−vertical 

natural fractures (Cobbold et al., 2013; Gale et al., 2014). Bedding−parallel natural 

fractures with different thicknesses are seen worldwide in sedimentary basins, such as the 

Vaca Muerta formation (Rodrigues et al., 2009; Cobbold et al., 2013; Gale et al., 2014). 

The abundance of natural fractures in outcrops varies across different shale formations. In 

fact, even within the same shale formation, the intensity and size of natural fractures may 

vary tremendously (Gale et al., 2014; Wang and Gale, 2016).  

Field observations about the bedding−parallel natural fractures have been 

discussed by many researchers (Sanderson et al., 1994; Rodrigues et al., 2009; Gale et al., 

2014; Wang and Gale, 2016). In the Vaca Muerta formation, the bedding−parallel natural 

fractures can take up to 10% of the total rock volume (Rodrigues et al., 2009). These 

fracture thicknesses are varied between 1 mm and 16 cm, with about 5 cm on average 

(Rodrigues et al., 2009). Sanderson et al. (1994) analyzed the quartz vein thickness from 

western Spain and suggested the natural fractures were mostly <10 mm in thickness, and 

rarely exceed 100 mm. These fracture cumulative frequency and vein thickness followed 

a power law distribution (Sanderson et al., 1994). Wang and Gale (2016) measured 1093 

bedding−parallel natural fractures from the Vaca Muerta, the Marcellus, and the 

Wolfcamp shale formations. They characterized the bedding−parallel fracture thickness 

ranges over 4 orders of magnitude (15 um to 87 mm), following a negative exponential 

distribution curve with the fracture spacing.  
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Experimental and field observations suggest that the hydraulic fracture growth 

may be inhibited in the vertical direction while encountering horizontal discontinuities. 

By tracing the vertical joint through an alternating section of siltstone and shale, 

Helgeson and Aydin (1991) observed that vertical joints are well aligned when the shale 

layers are thin, but deteriorates as the thickness of shale layers increase until finally 

arrested within the siltstone layers. Laboratory results from SCB tests and tri−axial tests 

also state that the fractures are likely to cross over thin natural fractures and divert along 

thick natural fractures (Wuesada et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2014). Factors such as the 

interface and the material properties may also influence the fracture propagation behavior 

through layered structures (Warpinski and Teuful, 1987; Helgeson and Aydin, 1991; 

Renshaw and Pollard, 1995; Rijken and Cooke, 2001; Cooke and Underwood, 2001; Lee 

et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015; Huang and Torres-Verdin, 2016; Huang and Torres-

Verdin, 2017; Yue, 2017). 

The effect of natural fracture thickness is not normally considered in the 

numerical simulation of hydraulic fracture propagation. Instead, natural fractures have 

been treated as frictional interfaces of zero thickness with cohesive strength. A 

commonly−used criterion for predicting whether a hydraulic fracture would cross a 

natural fracture is based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and provided by 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995). This criterion states that the fracture crossing would occur 

across an unbounded frictional interface if the compressive stress acting perpendicular to 

the frictional interface is sufficient to prevent slippage along the interface, but the tensile 

stress on the opposite side of the interface is sufficient to initiate a new fracture (Renshaw 
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and Pollard, 1995). Later, Gu and Weng (2010) extended Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s 

criterion for non−orthogonal approach angles. Another energy based fracture crossing 

criterion was developed by Dahi−Taleghani and Olson (2009). Natural fracture thickness 

is not considered in any of these criteria. 

 

4.2 METHODS 

This section includes three parts. The first part (Section 4.2.1) discusses the 

analytical crossing criterion provided by Renshaw and Pollard (1995). This criterion is 

re−derived by changing the boundary conditions from tensile loading into compressive 

loading. Section 4.2.2 introduces the numerical modeling approach for simulating fluid 

driven hydraulic fracturing. Section 4.2.3 provides the numerical model validation by 

comparing the numerical results with the analytical crossing criterion provided by 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995).  

 

4.2.1 Crossing Criterion for Frictional Interfaces 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995) used linear elastic fracture mechanics to provide a 

criterion for fracture crossing of frictional interfaces that were oriented perpendicularly to 

one another. The criterion applied the near tip stress solutions to determine the required 

stress for preventing slippage along the interface but opening a new fracture on the 

opposite side of the interface. In this section, the Renshaw and Pollard (1995) criterion is 

re−derived based on the compressive loading (Figure 4.1), which represents the 
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subsurface loading configuration. Under this loading condition, the fracture is 

hydraulically driven by the fluid injected from the wellbore.  

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of hydraulic fracture approaching a frictional interface 

orthogonally 

 

The propagating fracture will cross the frictional interface once the magnitude of 

the compressive stress acting perpendicular to the frictional interface is sufficient to 

prevent interface slippage. In the meantime, this stress has to be large enough to initiate a 

new fracture on the opposite side of the interface while the fracture tip reaching the 

interface (Renshaw and Pollard, 1995). This crossing criterion can be expressed as the 

following: 

|𝜎𝑥𝑦| < 𝜇𝜎𝑥𝑥                                                     (4.1) 

𝜎𝑦𝑦 = −𝑇𝑜                                                       (4.2) 
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where μ is frictional coefficient, σxx and σyy are crack tip normal stresses, and σxy is crack 

tip shear stress (Figure 4.1).   

In this study, the sign conventions are: compressive stress as positive and tensile 

stress as negative. After including the remote stress terms (σ
r
xx and σ

r
yy), the near fracture 

tip stress equations can be expressed as the following:   
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where r and 𝜃 (Figure 4.1) are local polar coordinates at the crack tip. K1 is the opening 

mode (Mode−I) stress intensity factor.  

Substitute σxx and σxy into equation 4.1 with θ=π/2, because of the orthogonally 

oriented interface, we have 
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This expression can be rearranged to get: 
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Recall the fracture starts to propagate on the other side of the interface once the 

tensile stress (σyy) reaches the tensile strength (To). Substitute equation 4.4 into equation 

4.2 to get: 
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Equation 4.11 is obtained by solving for √2𝜋𝑟: 
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𝜋

4
) [1 + sin (

𝜋

4
) sin (

3𝜋

4
)] = −𝑇𝑜                         (4.10) 

√2𝜋𝑟 =
𝐾𝐼

(𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝑟 +𝑇𝑜)

{cos(
𝜋

4
)[1 + sin(

𝜋

4
)sin(

3𝜋

4
)]}                          (4.11) 

Substituting equation 4.11 into equation 4.18 yields: 

𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝑟

(𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝑟 +𝑇𝑜)

{cos (
𝜋

4
) [1 + sin (

𝜋

4
) sin (

3𝜋

4
)]} > cos (

𝜋

4
) [1 − sin (

𝜋

4
) sin (

3𝜋

4
)] +

1

𝜇
sin (

𝜋

4
) cos (

𝜋

4
) cos (

3𝜋

4
) (4.12) 

After simplifying equation 4.18, the crossing criterion for compressive loading 

yields: 

𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝑟

𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝑟 +𝑇𝑜

>
0.35+

0.35

𝜇

1.06
                                                  (4.13) 

This criterion is plotted as a function of the frictional coefficient in Figure 4.2.  

  

Figure 4.2: Plot of the fracture crossing criterion. On the upper right−hand−side of the 

dotted line, fracture crossing occurs. On the lower left−hand−side of the 

dotted line, fracture diverting occurs. 
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4.2.2 Cohesive Model of Hydraulic Fracturing 

The cohesive zone method was first proposed by Barrenblatt (1962) and Dugdale 

(1960) as a way to eliminate stress singularity at the crack tip in LEFM. Following these 

innovative contributions, the cohesive zone method was first implemented by Hillerborg 

et al. (1976) into a finite element model for solving fracture propagation in concrete. This 

method provides an alternative efficient approach for analyzing complicated fracture 

propagation behavior with limited computational cost (Chen et al., 2009; Gonzalez et al., 

2015; Searles et al., 2016; Haddad et al., 2016). 

The cohesive zone method has been widely used to simulate the opening behavior 

of internal surfaces (or “interfaces”), where fracture initiation and propagation are 

expected. This method introduces a non−linear relationship between a traction and 

relative displacement at each point of the interface, which is known as the 

traction−separation law (Sacco et al., 2017). The fundamental linkage between the 

cohesive zone method and LEFM is that the area under the interface response curve in 

the cohesive zone method equals to the fracture energy (Gc) required for creating a new 

crack unit in LEFM (Sacco et al., 2017).  

Figure 4.3 illustrates a fracture that is hydraulically driven by injected fluid from a 

wellbore. A layer of cohesive elements supporting the hydraulically driven fracture is 

embedded in the rock to provide the path for hydraulic fracture propagation (Chen et al., 

2009). As indicated in Figure 4.3, the “broken cohesive zone” represents the completely 

failed cohesive elements that are fully filled with fluid, and the fluid pressure is acting on 

the open fracture surfaces. This situation represents the traction reaches the cohesive 
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strength, and the separation reaches the critical point (δf in Figure 4.4). The “unbroken 

cohesive zone” in Figure 4.3 represents the fracture process zone. This situation 

corresponds to the surface tractions are not zero and the cohesive elements are in the 

process of separating. There are multiple crack tips defined in the cohesive model (Chen 

et al., 2009). The “material crack tip” represents the point where the material is 

completely broken (δ=δf), and the physical fracture is created. The “cohesive crack tip” 

represents the damage initiation point. It is the peak stress point on the traction separation 

relationship in Figure 4.4 (δ=δo). The “mathematical crack tip” represents the point 

where the element deformation begins (δ=0).  

 

Figure 4.3: Embedded cohesive zone in a hydraulic fracture model (from Chen et al., 

2009) 

 

The traction separation law (Figure 4.4) is a response of the cohesive layer 

directly in terms of traction and separation assuming linear elastic behavior (Dassault, 

2014). It is applied to the hydraulic fracture propagation process by conceptualizing the 
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transition between two states: fully damaged state characterized by the presence of 

displacement discontinuity along the fracture interface with zero tractions normal to the 

interface, and undamaged state with continuous displacement in all directions (Searles et 

al., 2016). The bi−linear traction separation relationship has been commonly applied for 

simulating fracture in brittle materials, defined by the cohesive energy (Gc) and the 

cohesive strength (To) (Chen et al., 2009). It assumes that the cohesive surfaces are in 

contact without any relative displacement with an initial stiffness (Ko). After reaching the 

cohesive strength, the traction reduces linearly to zero. To define the cohesive behavior 

of a rock, the cohesive energy is referred to the fracture energy, and the cohesive strength 

is referred to the material’s tensile strength (Searles et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 4.4: Traction separation law for cohesive zone model 

 

The fluid flow within fracture is assumed to be incompressible and with 

Newtonian rheology as shown in Figure 4.3. The tangential flow component within the 
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cohesive surfaces is governed by the Reynold’s lubrication theory defined by the 

continuity equation. The Poiseulle’s fluid flow though narrow parallel plates is applied: 

𝑞 = −
𝑤3

12𝜇
∇𝑝𝑓                                                 4.14 

The continuity equation for mass conservation is: 

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑞 + (𝑣𝑇 + 𝑣𝐵) = 𝑄(𝑡)𝛿(𝑥, 𝑦)                               4.15 

where q(x,y,t) is the flux of tangential flow, ∇𝑝𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the pressure gradient along the 

cohesive zone, w is the fracture opening, μ is the viscosity, Q(t) is the injection rate, vT 

and vB are the normal flow rate into the top and bottom rock, which represents the leak 

off through the fracture surface. The normal flow is defined as: 

𝑣𝑇 = 𝑐𝑡(𝑃𝑓 − 𝑃𝑇), 𝑣𝐵 = 𝑐𝑡(𝑃𝑓 − 𝑃𝐵)                             4.16 

where ct is the fluid leakoff coefficient with the unit of m/(Pa.s). PT and PB are pore 

pressure adjacent to the top and bottom rock material. Substituting equation 4.14 and 4.16 

into 4.15 yields: 

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑐𝑡(𝑃𝑓 − 𝑃𝑇)+𝑐𝑏(𝑃𝑓 − 𝑃𝐵) =

1

12𝜇
∇(w3∇𝑝𝑓) + 𝑄(𝑡)𝛿(𝑥, 𝑦)           4.17 

As the cohesive element fails during fracture propagation, there will be no 

contribution from the cohesive traction in that part of the fracture. Instead, the fluid 

pressure balancing the remote stress is acting across that part of the cohesive zone. Thus, 

a coupled fluid pressure traction separation relationship is formed within the cohesive 

zone by solving the lubrication equation 4.17.  

Simulation results based on the fluid coupled cohesive zone model are compared 

with results from the penny−shaped fracture model and the KGD model, assessing the 
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consistency and accuracy before applying this cohesive modeling approach for solving 

fracture interaction problems. The fracture propagation path is specified in advance by an 

embedded layer of cohesive elements. The fracture is hydraulically opened by the fluid 

injection. The fluid is injected at the center of the fracture at a constant rate Qo. It is 

assumed no fluid leakoff through the impermeable surfaces. The model input parameters 

are provided in Table 4.2. These values are kept the same for the rest of this chapter 

unless said otherwise.   

Table 4.1: Analytical solutions for penny shaped and KGD fracture models (Valko, 1995) 

 
 

Table 4.2: Input parameters for validating numerical model 

 
 

Simulation results are plotted for fracture aperture (Figure 4.5 and 4.7) and 

injection pressure (Figure 4.6 and 4.8). They are compared with analytical results of the 
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penny−shaped fracture model and the KGD fracture model (Table 4.1). As shown, a good 

agreement between the cohesive zone model and the analytical solutions is obtained. The 

difference between numerical and analytical solutions decreases by using smaller mesh 

size, which is consistent with our expectation.  

          

Figure 4.5: Comparison of fracture aperture at the wellbore between the penny−shaped 

fracture model and cohesive model results. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of fracture pressure at the wellbore between the penny−shaped 

fracture model and cohesive model results. 

 

          

Figure 4.7: Comparison of fracture aperture at the wellbore between the KGD fracture 

model and cohesive model results 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of fracture pressure at the wellbore between the KGD fracture 

model and cohesive model results. 

 

4.2.3 Cohesive Model of Crossing Frictional Interface 

After verifying the hydraulic fracture propagation model, the frictional interface is 

then introduced into the cohesive zone model. The purpose of this section is to 

numerically simulate the crossing criterion provided by Renshaw and Pollard (1995) to 

validate this model. The model with a length (L) of 20 m and Height (H) of 60 m is built 

in Abaqus (Figure 4.9). The input properties are consistent with the model in Section 4.3. 

The special cohesive elements are pre−defined along the fracture propagation path. The 

frictional interface is placed orthogonal to the proposed hydraulic fracture pathway. 
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Small mesh size is assigned to the region close to the intersecting point. The mesh 

gradually increases away from the intersecting point.  

      
(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 4.9:  Numerical model geometry and boundary conditions (a) and mesh (b). The 

model dimensions are 20 m in width and 60 in length.  

 

For all simulations in this section, the minimum principal stress (Shmin) is kept as 

20 MPa, and the maximum principal stress (SHmax) is changed from 20 MPa to 140 MPa 

(Figure 4.9). Acrossing the frictional interface, the two contacting surfaces can carry 

shear stress up to a certain magnitude before this interface sliding. The fraction between 

the normal and the shear stress along this interface is known as the frictional coefficient, 

μ. In this model, the frictional interface is defined with a frictional coefficient (μ) in the 
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range of (0.1, 0.9). In order to be consistent with the interface definition in Renshaw and 

Pollard (1995), the interface cohesion is assigned to be zero. Along the interface normal 

direction, the “hard” contact relationship is assigned to the interface nodes, which ensures 

the minimum element penetration from one side of the interface into the other side of the 

interface. 

In the numerical simulation, the hydraulic fracture propagation is driven by fluid 

injection through the pre−defined cohesive elements. For every fracture increment, the 

shear and normal stresses along the frictional interface are calculated. According to the 

analytical crossing criterion, if the shear stress along the interface reaches its limit as the 

fracture tip arrives at the intersection point, interface sliding occurs. If the shear stress is 

below its limit, but the first element on the other side of the interface fails in tension, the 

hydraulic fracture crossing occurs. Decision of whether the hydraulic fracture crossing or 

diverting along the frictional interface is made based on the interface stress state when the 

fracture tip reaches the frictional interface. Taken an example of the friction coefficient 

equals to 0.55. As the hydraulic fracture approaches the frictional interface (Figure 4.10), 

the stress ratio of shear stress to normal stress increases (Figure 4.10). The highest stress 

ratio occurred when the mathematical fracture tip passed the interface (T=T4), and the 

fracture diverting occurred. As mentioned in section 4.2.2, the cohesive fracture has 

multiple crack tips, we interpret the intersecting moment as when the material fracture tip 

reaches the interface. This is the moment when the new physical fracture will be created 

on the other side of the interface. This is also the moment when the interface stress ratio 

is the highest (Figure 4.10), which is the situation of most likely to have interface sliding.   
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Figure 4.10: (a) A hydraulic fracture approaches an interface with pre−defined coefficient 

of friction as 0.55; (b) The stress ratio along the frictional interface from the 

intersecting point. The red dotted line represents the location of interface 

sliding. 

 

The simulation was then performed for different coefficients of friction (from 0.1 

to 0.9) and different stress ratios (from 1 to 7). The stress ratio in Figure 4.11 is defined 

as the ratio of the maximum principal stress over the minimum principal stress, which is 

different from Figure 4.10. The black dotted line (Figure 4.12) is the Renshaw and 

Pollard (1995)’s crossing criterion. The blue dotted line is the exact crossing criterion 

based on the cohesive approach, which is obtained based on the shear and normal stress 

ratio of the intersecting point when the fracture tip just reaches the interface. On the 

upper right−hand−side of the dotted line, the fracture crossing would occur. On the lower 
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left−hand−side of the dotted line, the fracture diverting would occur. The red circle (O) 

and blue cross (+) represent the simulation results based on cohesive fracture model. The 

red circle (O) represents the hydraulic fracture will divert along the interface once 

reaching the intersecting point, and the blue cross (+) represents the hydraulic fracture 

will cross over the interface once intersecting.  

 

Figure 4.11: Comparing the simulation results with the crossing criterion provided by 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995). 

 

The difference between the simulation crossing criterion and the Renshaw and 

Pollard (1995)’s crossing criterion is around 10%. The main reason for this difference is 

caused by choosing the material fracture tip in the cohesive zone model. Because of the 
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existence of multiple fracture tips in the cohesive model, it is hard to choose the true 

fracture tip in cohesive model that represents the fracture tip based on the linear elastic 

fracture mechanics in Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion. In addition, in the 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion, the fracture propagation is driven by the remote 

tensile loading. Whereas in the cohesive zone simulation, the fracture propagation is 

driven by the fluid injection.  

As suggested in Figure 4.11, the decision for fracture crossing/diverting is mainly 

based on the friction coefficient, the maximum principal stress, and the minimum 

principal stress on the intact rock side. After verifying the simulation results with the 

analytical solutions of single hydraulic fracture propagation (Section 4.2.2) and frictional 

interface intersection (Section 4.2.3), this cohesive zone model is ready to study the 

effects of natural fracture thickness. 

 

4.3 EFFECT OF NATURAL FRACTURE THICKNESS 

In this section, a second frictional interface was added parallel to the first 

frictional interface (Figure 4.12). The region between these two frictional interfaces, 

which is marked red in Figure 4.12, represents a natural fracture. In the other word, there 

are two frictional interfaces on either side of the natural fracture as their boundary to the 

host rock. The relative distance of these two frictional interfaces represents the thickness 

of the natural fracture. In this section, the stress state along the first frictional interface 
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with respect to the location of second frictional interface is assessed. In Section 4.4 to 

4.6, the effects of modulus contrast, coefficient of friction, and stress ratio are studied.  

In this simulation, we selected a maximum principal stress as 20 MPa and a 

minimum principal stress as 14 MPa. This stress condition gives a stress ratio (maximum 

principal stress to minimum principal stress) of 1.4, which is a good representation for 

normal stress regime to a depth around 500 m. This stress ratio can also represent a 

hydraulic fracture growth in vertical direction. Because a typical normal faulting stress 

regime has a minimum principal stress around 0.7Sv (Zoback, 2007). The stress ratio of 

vertical stress to minimum principal stress is also around 1.4. 

 

Figure 4.12: The numerical model for studying natural fracture thickness effect. The 

region marked in red represents natural fracture. 
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To investigate whether or not the hydraulic fracture would propagate through the 

natural fracture, we analyzed the shear and normal stress along the first frictional 

interface. The reason for focusing on the first frictional interface is that the analytical 

fracture crossing criterion, which we are comparing with, is based on the stress state 

while just intersecting with the first frictional interface. According to this criterion, the 

hydraulic fracture will divert along the first frictional interface if this interface fails in 

shear. At the intersecting moment, if this frictional interface does not fail, but the first 

cohesive element of the natural fracture reach its limit in an orientation where the new 

fracture growth parallel to the existing hydraulic fracture, the hydraulic fracture crossing 

the first interface would occur.  

Figure 4.13 shows the simulation results of the base model with different natural 

fracture thicknesses (5 mm, 10 mm, and 50 mm). The contours in different color 

represents the value of maximum principal stress during hydraulic fracture propagation. 

In this simulation, the coefficient of friction was 0.6, and there was no modulus contrast 

between the natural fracture and the rock matrix. The three figures on the top row of 

Figure 4.13 represents the moment before the fracture reaching the interface, the middle 

row figures represents the fracture intersecting moment, and the bottom row figures 

represents the moment after the fracture intersecting.   

As shown in the figure, at the intersecting moment (the middle row of Figure 

4.13), there are two high stress regions located inside the natural fracture on either side of 

the fracture plane. This high stress concentration within the natural fracture suggests that 
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natural fracture is likely to break in tension causing the hydraulic fracture to propagate 

through the interface. However, the difference in magnitude of these high stress regions 

is small for different natural fracture thicknesses. After the intersecting moment (the 

bottom row of Figure 4.13), the high stress concentration zone went back to the fracture 

tip region. This stress changing behavior indicates the first element on the opposite side 

of the first interface failed in tensile. Therefore, the fracture propagated through the first 

frictional interface. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Stress contour of maximum principal stress for natural fractures with various 

thicknesses: 5 mm, 10 mm, and 50 mm. The top figures represent the 

hydraulic fracture approaching the natural fracture, the middle figures 

represent the hydraulic fracture intersecting with the natural fracture, and the 

bottom figures represents after the fracture intersecting.   
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Figure 4.14a shows the shear and normal stress distribution along the first 

frictional interface for various natural fracture thicknesses at the intersecting moment (the 

middle row of Figure 3.13). Due to model symmetry, only the stress values on one side of 

the interface is plotted (as indicated in Figure 4.12). Figure 4.14b shows the ratio of shear 

to normal stress along one side of the frictional interface. The x−axis in Figure 4.14 

represents the position along the frictional interface starting from the intersecting point 

(Point A in Figure 4.12), and the y−axis represents the magnitude of the stresses (shear 

and normal) for each corresponding position along the interface. Different color in Figure 

4.14 represents different natural fracture thickness.  

Figure 4.14 suggests that as the distance to the intersecting point increases along 

the frictional interface (x−axis in Figure 4.14), the normal stress increases and the shear 

stress deceases. The stress ratio in Figure 4.14b is below 0.6 from the intersecting point to 

further away from that point. This low stress ratio indicates that for all simulated natural 

fracture thicknesses, the hydraulic fracture crosses the frictional interfaces. In this 

simulation, the critical stress ratio for hydraulic fracture sliding is 0.6. In addition, the 

simulation results indicate that the shear slip is most likely to occur near the intersecting 

point, which has the highest stress ratio. However, for different natural fracture 

thicknesses, the stress states along the interface are not changed significantly. We only 

observe some difference on stress ratio within 0.2 m from the intersecting point (Figure 

4.14b).   
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Figure 4.14: (a) Normal and shear stresses along the frictional interface; (b) the ratio of 

shear to normal stresses along the frictional interface 

 

As suggested by Figure 4.14b, the intersecting point has the highest stress ratio, 

which is most likely to have the frictional sliding. Therefore, we plot the stress ratio of 

the intersecting point (Point A in Figure 4.12) for various natural fracture thicknesses in 
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Figure 4.15. As the natural fracture thickness increases, we observe a small decreasing 

trend on the stress ratio (Figure 4.15). This decreasing trend may be due to the fact that 

the existence of second frictional interface, which acts as an additional plane of 

weakness, enhances the sliding possibility of the first frictional interface. This sliding 

effect decays with increasing the distance of these two interfaces. For instance, the 

calculated stress ratio for the 50−mm−thick natural fracture is lower than that for the 

5−mm−thick natural fracture. This result may be explained as the 50−mm−thick natural 

fracture has a bonded interface at the 5 mm location, whereas the 5−mm−thick natural 

fracture has a frictional interface at the 5 mm location. Thus, the 5−mm−thick natural 

fracture increases the likelihood of interface slippage, resulting a higher stress ratio. This 

phenomenon can explain the natural fracture thickness effect on having an additional 

frictional interface. However, only small effect is observed on fracture propagation 

behavior. 
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Figure 4.15: Ratio of shear to normal stresses for various natural fracture thicknesses. In 

this simulation, the critical stress ratio for interface slippage is 0.6. 

 

To summarize, the location of the secondary frictional interface has influence on 

the stress state of the first frictional interface. However, the effect of the natural fracture 

thickness on the hydraulic fracture crossing the frictional interface is quite small. 

 

4.4 EFFECT OF MODULUS CONTRAST  

Since the composition of natural fracture cement varies in different formations 

(Gale et al., 2014), the rock and natural fractures elastic properties may be quite different. 

For example, rock with the calcite cemented natural fractures are generally softer than 

those rock with the quartz cemented natural fractures (Gale and Holder, 2008). In the 

following series of simulations, the effect of modulus contrast between the natural 
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fracture and the rock matrix was investigated with various natural fracture thicknesses (5 

mm; 10 mm; and 50 mm).  

Two types of natural fractures were studied in this section: soft natural fractures 

(0.5xErock) and stiff natural fractures (2xErock). To isolate the modulus contrast effect, the 

natural fracture toughness and tensile strength were kept the same as host rock. 

Consistent with Section 4.5, we assumed a moderate−strength frictional interface (μ=0.6), 

and a normal faulting stress condition (Shmin=0.7Sv). The natural fracture thickness was 

changed from 1 mm to 50 mm. 

When the fracture tip just arrives the frictional interface, the stress ratio (shear 

stress to normal stress) of the intersecting point is plotted with respect to different natural 

fracture thicknesses in Figure 4.16. The orange color represents the stress ratio for soft 

natural fractures, whereas the grey color represents the stress ratio for stiff natural 

fractures. As shown in the figure, the stress ratios for all natural fracture thicknesses are 

below 0.6, which indicates the hydraulic fracture crosses over the frictional interfaces. 

However, for the same natural fracture thickness, the value of stress ratio is different. A 

higher stress ratio is obtained for soft natural fractures, whereas a lower stress ratio is 

obtained for stiff natural fracture (Figure 4.16). These results indicate that comparing 

with the stiff natural fracture, the soft natural fracture is more likely to cause hydraulic 

fracture diverting. For the same modulus contrast between natural fractures and rock 

matrix, the stress ratio for the soft natural fracture increases as the natural fracture 

thickness increases. However, the stress ratio for stiff natural fractures decreases with 

respect to the natural fracture thickness.  
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Figure 4.16: Ratio of shear to normal stresses for various natural fracture thicknesses. 

Different color represents different modulus contrast between natural 

fracture and rock matrix. The critical stress ratio for interface slippage is 0.6. 

 

Figure 4.17 shows the maximum principal stress contour for having soft natural 

fractures (0.5Erock) with various natural fracture thicknesses before and after the fracture 

tip reaches the frictional interface. As shown in the figure, at the intersecting moment 

(middle row of the figure), high stress regions (red contours) are observed within the 

natural fracture for all cases. For the 5−mm−thick case, the high stress zone covers all the 

natural fracture elements ahead of the fracture tip. However, for the 50−mm−thick case, 

only the two natural fracture elements on the opposite side of the interface show high 

stress. In addition, from 5 mm to 50 mm, the stress magnitude decreases with increasing 

the natural fracture thickness. After the intersecting moment (bottom row of the figure), 
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the first element on the opposite side of the interface broke in tension for all cases, 

suggesting the hydraulic fracture propagated through the first interface.  

Since the natural fracture is softer than the host rock in this simulation, the natural 

fracture behaves as a compliant constraint. Therefore, we would expect more interface 

deformation as the natural fracture thickness increases. As a result, the large interface 

deformation would influence the stress inside the natural fractures, promoting the 

hydraulic fracture crossing the interface.  

 

 

Figure 4.17: Stress contour of maximum principal stress for soft natural fractures 

(0.5Erock) with different thicknesses: 5 mm, 10 mm, and 50 mm. 
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Figure 4.18 compares the maximum principal stress for having 10−mm−thick 

natural fracture but with different natural fracture Young’s modulus (0.5Erock; Erock; and 

2Erock). As shown in the figure, for the soft natural fracture scenario (0.5Erock), the stress 

state inside the natural fracture does not have significant difference during the fracture 

propagation. Because this soft natural fracture is more compliant than the host rock, less 

restriction is applied to the interface deformation. As a result, the soft natural fracture is 

less likely to fail in tension, resulting hydraulic fracture diversion.  

In contrast, for the stiff natural fracture case (Figure 4.18), a high stress 

concentration is observed inside the natural fracture at the moment of intersecting. 

Therefore, the stiff natural fracture is more likely to fail in tension. Having a stiff layer in 

front of the hydraulic fracture will constrain the deformation of stiff natural fracture. As a 

result, hydraulic fracture is more likely to cross over the frictional interface while 

encountering a stiff natural fracture.  
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Figure 4.18: Stress contour of maximum principal stress for 10−mm−thick natural 

fractures with various Modulus contrasts: 0.5Erock, Erock, and 2Erock. The 

coefficient of friction is 0.6. 

 

Figure 4.19 shows the stress ratio along the frictional interface while the fracture 

tip reaching the frictional interface. As suggested by the stress contour analysis (Figure 

4.18), the stress ratio is higher for the soft natural fracture than that for the stiff natural 

fracture. But for this simulation, all the stress ratios are below 0.6, indicating the fracture 

crossing the interface is expected.  
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Figure 4.19: The ratio of shear to normal stresses along the frictional interface. 

 

When the coefficient of friction decreases from 0.6 to 0.2, the interface slippage 

would occur for all types natural fractures (Figure 4.20). Consistent with the previous 

results (µ=0.6), at the intersecting moment, a high stress concentration is observed inside 

the stiff natural fractures. This high stress is more likely to cause the stiff natural fracture 

fails in tension. Whereas there is less stress concentration observed inside the soft natural 

fractures. In addition, the shear slip along the interface (Figure 4.21) also suggests that a 

soft natural fracture causes more interfacial shear slippage than a stiff natural fracture, 

increasing the interface failure possibilities for having soft natural fractures.  
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Figure 4.20: Stress contour of maximum principal stress for 10−mm−thick natural 

fractures with various modulus contrasts: 0.5Erock, Erock, and 2Erock. The 

coefficient of friction is 0.2. 
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Figure 4.21: Shear slip along the frictional interface for different modulus contrast. The 

natural fracture thickness is kept as 10 mm and the coefficient of friction is 

kept as 0.2.  

 

In summary, a soft natural fracture is more likely to cause the hydraulic fracture 

diverting along the frictional interface. Whereas a stiff natural fracture is more likely to 

cause the fracture crossing the frictional interface. Moreover, increasing the thickness of 

a soft natural fracture encourages interface shear sliding, yielding fracture diverting. But 

for a stiff natural fracture, increasing the thickness will encourage the hydraulic fracture 

crossing the interface.   

 

4.5 EFFECT OF FRICTION COEFFICIENT 

In this section, the effect of interface strength on fracture crossing behavior is 

investigated by assigning different coefficient of friction at the interface. The effect of 
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cohesive strength and tensile strength of the interface are neglected. To isolate the 

influence of friction coefficient on fracture propagation, the Young’s modulus of natural 

fracture was kept as 0.5Erock and the other parameters were kept the same as previous 

sections. We analyzed the effect of friction coefficient by comparing the stress state along 

the interface when the coefficient of friction was 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8.  

Figure 4.22 shows the stress contour for maximum principal stress when the 

coefficient of friction is 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. When the hydraulic fracture reaches the 

frictional interface, a high stress concentration is observed when the coefficient of 

friction equals to 0.6 (Figure 4.22). This result suggests that the natural fracture is more 

likely to fail in tensile while having high coefficient of friction.  

Figure 4.23 shows the stress ratio and the shear slippage along the frictional 

interface. Different color represents different coefficient of friction. As shown in Figure 

4.23a, if the calculated stress ratio equals to its pre−defined coefficient of friction, 

interface sliding occurs and hydraulic fracture will divert along the frictional interface. 

Otherwise, hydraulic fracture will cross over the frictional interface. For instance, the 

fracture sliding occurs when the coefficient of friction equals to 0.2. The stress ratio of 

sliding zone equals to 0.2 and the length of the slippage zone is 0.25 m. The fracture 

crossing occurs when the coefficient of friction equals to 0.6. The stress ratio is below 

0.6.  

For all simulated cases, large interface deformation (shear slippage) is observed 

near the intersecting point. The amount of shear deformation decreases with increasing 

the coefficient of friction. As shown in Figure 4.23, under the same condition, a 
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coefficient of friction from 0.2 to 0.4 causes the hydraulic fracture diverting. Whereas, a 

coefficient of friction above 0.5 causes the hydraulic fracture crossing. If the hydraulic 

fracture diversion occurs, the length of the slippage zone decreases with increasing the 

friction coefficient. The magnitude of shear slippage along the interface also decreases. 

With increasing the friction coefficient, a larger sliding zone and a higher interface 

slippage are expected. These results are due to the fact that as the coefficient of friction 

decreases, less constraint is applied to constrain the interface shear slippage.  

 

 

Figure 4.22: Stress contour of maximum principal stress for 10−mm−thick soft (0.5Erock) 

natural fractures with different coefficient of friction: 0.2, 0.4, 0.6.  
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Figure 4.23: Ratio of shear to normal stresses (a) and shear slip (b) along the frictional 

interface for different natural fracture thicknesses. The coefficient of friction 

is varied from 0.2 to 0.8. The natural fracture’s Young’s modulus is kept as 

0.5xErock, and the thickness is kept as 10 mm. 
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According to the Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion, under the same stress 

condition, the hydraulic fracture diverting occurs when the coefficient of friction equals 

to 0.3 or less. The hydraulic fracture crossing occurs when the coefficient of friction 

equals to 0.4 or above. Having a large frictxion coefficient can transmit more stress to 

cross the friction interface, which will promote hydraulic fracture crossing over the 

frictional interface. However, a small frictional coefficient will cause the hydraulic 

fracture to slide along the frictional interface. In addition to the coefficient of friction, 

considering the natural fracture thickness and the modulus contrast would also improve 

the prediction of fracture crossing versus diverting. 

Figure 4.24 shows the combing effects (friction coefficient, modulus contrast, and 

natural fracture thickness) on the hydraulic fracture crossing behaviors. As illustrated in 

Figure 4.24a, when the coefficient of friction equals to 0.2, the hydraulic fracture will 

divert along the frictional interface for all simulated natural fracture thicknesses and 

modulus contrasts. However, when the coefficient of friction equals to 0.4 (Figure 4.24b), 

the hydraulic fracture diversion is diverted, except for the stiff 50−mm−thick natural 

fracture case. As explained in the previous section, a stiff natural fracture encourages 

fracture crossing the interface as the thickness of natural fracture increases. Thus, when 

the coefficient of friction is 0.4, the hydraulic fracture crosses the frictional interface 

when the natural fracture is 50 mm thick. When the coefficient of friction equals to 0.6, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.24c, all the calculated stress ratios are below 0.6. Thus, the 

hydraulic fracture crosses the frictional interfaces.  
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These simulation results suggest that the coefficient of friction is the most 

important controlling parameter comparing with Young’s modulus and natural fracture 

thickness. For a soft natural fracture that has a small coefficient of friction, the hydraulic 

fracture is more likely to divert along the frictional interface. However, a stiff natural 

fracture with a large coefficient of friction is more likely to promote the hydraulic 

fracture crossing the frictional interface.   
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Figure 4.24: Ratio of shear to normal stresses for different natural fracture thicknesses, 

modulus contrast, and coefficient of friction. 
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4.6 EFFECT OF STRESS RATIO 

As suggested by the Renshaw and Pollard’s criterion, two parameters that 

deciding the fracture crossing/diverting are the coefficient of friction and the stress ratio 

(maximum principal stress over minimum principal stress). After studying the coefficient 

of friction effect, the stress ratio effect is analyzed in this section. The maximum 

principal stress is kept as 20 MPa, and the minimum principal stress is changed from 5 

MPa to 19.2 MPa. This gives a stress ratio from 1.04 to 4.  

Figure 4.25 shows the simulated fracture crossing criterion for the natural fracture 

cement with different Young’s modulus (0.5Erock, Erock, 2Erock) than the host rock. 

Depending on the natural fracture stiffness, this crossing criterion shifts to the left/right, 

corresponding to more/less chances for fracture crossing to occur. These three figures 

also show the effects of the natural fracture thickness and the interface frictional 

coefficient. In all three figures, the black dotted line represents the fracture crossing 

condition for having one frictional interface only based on the cohesive modeling 

approach. 

Figure 4.25a shows the results for having a soft natural fracture (0.5Erock). As the 

natural fracture thickness increases, the curve shifts toward the right relative to the case 

with frictional interface only (black dotted line), indicating increased shear stress along 

the interface comparing with the zero thickness case. Thus, hydraulic fracture diverting 

along the frictional interface is likely to occur for having a thick and soft natural fracture. 

Figure 4.25b represents the simulation results for natural fracture cement has the same 

Young’s modulus (Erock) as the host rock. Having an additional frictional interface 
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slightly shifts the curve toward the right. Increasing the natural fracture thickness will not 

impact the fracture crossing criterion much, except some intermediate points (such as the 

stress ratio of 1.2 and 1.5). These results suggest that if the natural fracture has the same 

stiffness as the host rock, the natural fracture thickness effect is negligible. Figure 4.25c 

represents the fracture crossing criterion for having a stiff natural fracture. By increasing 

the thickness of the stiff natural fracture, this crossing criterion shifts to the left relative to 

the case with frictional interface only. These results indicate that reduced shear stress is 

induced by the approaching hydraulic fracture with thick natural fracture, which increases 

the chance for fracture crossing to occur. As discussed in section 4.4, the stiff natural 

fracture constrains the interface deformation, which promotes the hydraulic fracture 

crossing the interface. The simulation results suggest that having a thick natural fracture 

increases the chance of fracture crossing by more than 20% for the low stress ratio 

condition.  

As shown in the Figure, these crossing curves for different natural fracture 

thicknesses are not perfect smooth lines, which may due to some numerical issues. In all 

simulations, 5 meshes were assigned along the natural fracture thickness direction 

regardless the natural fracture thickness. Although we kept the same mesh size along the 

interface direction for all simulated cases, we might still introduce some numerical errors 

to the final results. These mesh effects will be addressed in future works.  
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Figure 4.25: The simulated crossing criterion for natural fracture with different stiffness 

(a)Ecement=0.5Erock; (b) Ecement=Erock; (c) Ecement=2Erock. 

 

4.7 DISCUSSION 

The Vaca Muerta formation is a naturally fractured formation. The natural 

fractures have been frequently observed as the bedding−parallel calcite filled fractures, 

which are referred as “beefs” (Rodrigues et al., 2009; Cobbold et al., 2013l; Gale et al., 

2014). These horizontal natural fractures can be reactivated by hydraulic fractures and 

result in “T−shaped” fractures, which may restrict the hydraulic fracture height growth. 

Garcia et al. (2013) reported two offset wells that were completed with the similar 
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manner, but the well drilled in highly naturally fractured area was producing significantly 

less than the other one drilled in less fractured area. They commented that the 

bedding−parallel natural fractures may inhibit the hydraulic fracture propagation, 

especially when most wells drilled in less fractured area are good producers (Garcia et al., 

2013). In this section, we apply the results from previous sections to quantitatively 

analyze the effect of natural fracture thickness in the Vaca Muerta formation on the 

hydraulic fracture propagation. 

The Vaca Muerta formation consists of dark gray and organic rich shales that 

deposited in a deep water, low energy, marine environment 150−135 million years ago 

(Bishop, 2016). The formation thickness ranges from 160 m to 400 m, with an average 

formation depth of 2500 m (Garcia et al., 2013). The Vaca Muerta formation is an 

over−pressured formation, and the pore pressure gradient ranges between 0.65 psi/ft and 

1.02 psi/ft (Bishop, 2016). Garcia et al. (2013) stated that the strike slip stress regime 

existed for most of the basin, and the maximum principal stress was the horizontal stress 

in a W−E direction. The magnitude of maximum principal stress decreases from west to 

east, causing the stress anisotropy to decrease gradually toward the east side (Garcia et 

al., 2013). They provided the results of stress analysis and suggested that the stress 

gradient of minimum principal stress in N−S direction ranged from 0.82 to 0.92 psi/ft, 

and the vertical stress gradient was 1.06 psi/ft (Garcia et al., 2013). With the above 

information, we calculate the stress ratio of overburden stress (1.06 psi/ft) to horizontal 

stress (0.82 psi/ft) as 1.29 for high anisotropy case, and 1.15 for low anisotropy case.   
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Previous simulation results suggest that compared with other estimated 

parameters, the rock−cement interface frictional strength has the highest impact on 

fracture crossing behavior. However, the rock−cement interface coefficient of friction, 

which describes the ratio of the maximum interface shear stress to the effective normal 

stress, is hard to quantify through experiments. In general, the coefficient of friction for 

rock samples are estimated experimentally using tri−axial tests by creating artificially 

sheared surfaces (Byerlee, 1968). The rock samples are relatively homogeneous, without 

obvious natural fractures embedded inside the samples. Byerlee (1978) performed the 

tri−axial tests on various rock types, including the sandstone, the limestone, and the 

granite. He summarized that at the elevated effective normal stress (>10 MPa), friction 

coefficient is independent of rock type but within a small range: 0.6<μ<1.0 (Byerlee, 

1978). Further mechanical studies of frictional sliding in rocks have supported Byerlee 

(1978)’s findings, especially for silicate rocks and carbonate rocks (Rutter, 1972; Brace 

and Kohlstedt, 1980; Rutter and Glover, 2012). However, some researchers have 

suspected that some rocks and minerals may have friction below 0.6, such as shales rocks 

(Stankowich et al., 2003; Zoback, 2007; Kohli and Zoback, 2013). Stankowich et al. 

(2003) estimated the coefficient of friction for shale samples in the range of 0.2 and 0.3. 

Kohli and Zoback (2013) concluded that with a clay and organic content above 30% by 

weight, the coefficient of friction for shale is roughly 0.4. This value increases with 

decreasing the clay and organic content (Kohi and Zoback, 2013). Some studies have 

characterized the frictional strength of clay−rich fault gouges, which is a techtonite with 

very small grain size, demonstrating significant low friction relative to the findings of 
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Byerlee (1978), including 0.2−0.4 for samples containing 30% by weight clay mineral in 

Japan Atera fault, 0.1 in San Andreas fault (Carpenter et al., 2015; Kato and Hirono, 

2016;). As mentioned previously, the coefficient of friction is measured through the 

tri−axial tests using relative homogeneous rock samples, which generally have the 

dimension around 2−3 cm in diameter and 7−10 cm in length. The samples may or may 

not have been saw−cut along 30° direction of the core axis to create artificial sheared 

surfaces before the tests. Thus, the coefficient of friction measured using this approach is 

not what we expect for describing the rock−cement interface friction. Therefore, due to 

the lack of direct measurement of the rock−cement interface coefficient of friction, we 

conduct analysis with coefficient of friction between 0.2 and 0.6. 

Natural fracture length and thickness are often analyzed with respect to the natural 

fracture population statistics based on the power−law probability distribution (Davy, 

1993; Gale et al., 2007; Olson, 2007; Hooker et al., 2013; Gale, 2014): 

       𝐹 = 𝑎𝑏−𝑐                                                            4.14 

where F is the cumulative fracture frequency, a is the coefficient representing the overall 

fracture intensity, b is the fracture aperture, and c is the exponential coefficient 

representing the relative number of narrow to wide fractures. In a log−log plot, the power 

law relation forms a straight line on a cumulative frequency (fracture/m) versus natural 

fracture thickness (mm). The coefficient a ranges from 0.1 to 62.4, and exponential 

coefficient c ranges from −0.45 to −1.36 for siliciclastic and carbonate host rock lithology 

(Gale, 2004). Assuming the natural fracture distribution in Vaca Muerta follows the 

power law relation of the Austin Chalk (Gale, 2004), we can create a fracture distribution 
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using exponent of c=0.5575, and coefficient of a=0.1052 (Figure 4.26). Based on this 

correlation, the average natural fracture thickness is 5.15 cm for fracture thickness ranges 

from 1 mm to 15 cm, which is close to the Vaca Muerta outcrop data provided by 

Rodrigues et al. (2009).    

 

Figure 4.26: Fracture aperture distribution for power law population. 

   

Simulations are performed by changing the natural fractures thickness (1, 5, 10, 

and 50 mm), the coefficient of friction (0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6), the natural fracture 

cement Young’s modulus (0.5Erock, and 2Erock), and the stress ratio (1.15 and 1.29). When 

the stress ratio equals to 1.15 (Figure 4.27), Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion 

predicts the fracture diverting occurs if the interface coefficient of friction is 0.4 and 

fracture crossing occur if it is 0.5. However, considering the natural fracture thickness 

effect, the result will be shifted depending on the natural fracture stiffness. If the 

coefficient of friction is 0.4, the fracture diverting occurs for soft natural fractures, and 
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stiff natural fractures that are less than 10 mm thick. If the coefficient of friction is 0.5, 

the fracture crossing occurs for stiff natural fractures, and soft natural fractures that are 

less than 5 mm thick. For the high stress ratio case (1.29), Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s 

criterion predicts fracture diverting occurs when the coefficient of friction equals to 0.3, 

and crossing occurs when it is 0.4. Considering the natural fracture thickness, for the 0.3 

coefficient of friction case, fracture diverting occurs for soft natural fractures, and stiff 

natural fractures that are less than 30 mm thick. For the 0.4 coefficient of friction case, 

fracture crossing only occurs for stiff natural fracture. 
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Figure 4.27: Fracture crossing criterion for low stress ratio (1.29) and high stress ratio 

(1.29) scenarios. 
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In this section, the simulations are performed for the Vaca Muerta formation with 

the specific stress condition and material properties. Results suggest that the hydraulic 

fracture crossing behavior is strongly influenced by the coefficient of friction and the 

natural fracture thickness. This study only considers fully cemented natural fractures. 

However, natural fractures maybe partially cemented rather than fully cemented, as large 

pore space may exist within thick natural fractures (Laubach et al., 2003). For these 

partially cemented natural fractures, we expect hydraulic fracture diverting is more likely 

to occur. The open space within the cement may act as failed interface, attracting the 

hydraulic fracture and increasing the possibility of diversion. Detailed description of 

these partially cemented natural fractures are necessary for obtaining more accurate 

simulation results.  

 The compressive crossing criterion provided by Renshaw and Pollard (1995) is 

only validated for orthogonal approach angle cases. Gu and Weng (2010) has extended 

Renshaw and Pollard’s criterion to non−orthogonal approaching angle cases. However, 

natural fractures are still treated as frictional interfaces. In reality, natural fractures with 

more oblique angles to the propagating hydraulic fracture are more common than natural 

fractures with orthogonal approaching angles. However, natural fractures with more 

oblique angles are not studied in this chapter. According to the SCB test analysis, a more 

oblique angle increases the chance for hydraulic fracture diverting. Combined with the 

natural fracture thickness effect analyzed in this chapter, we anticipate that for an oblique 

approaching angle, hydraulic fracture is more likely to divert along weak interfaces 

between rock and cement, especially for thick and soft natural fractures. When the 
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rock−cement interface has a high coefficient of friction, it is possible to have hydraulic 

fracture crossing over the natural fracture, even with thick natural fractures. 

 In the SCB test analysis, we observed fracture crossing the inclusion with offset 

distance along the rock−cement interface. However, we did not observe fracture offset in 

this chapter. One reason for this discrepancy is the confining stress. In the SCB test, there 

is a much smaller compression acting on the interface, which is induced by top load. 

However, in this study, the normal stress acting on the interface is 20 MPa. Because of 

the low confining stress in SCB test, it might be easier for shear slippage to occur at the 

interface before the fracture tip arriving the interface, which probably promote the offset.  

In this chapter, we did not observe the interface failing before the fracture tip reaching the 

interface. Therefore, we think the confining stress might be the main reason for offset. 

We expect the fracture crossing with offset is more likely to happen for shallow depth.  

 Hydraulic fracturing fluid viscosity is another important parameter influencing the 

fracture network complexity. According to the analysis of Chuprakov et al. (2013), 

fracture diversion is preferred for low viscous fluid and crossing is preferred for high 

viscous fluid. Considering the effect of natural fracture thickness, if thick natural 

fractures are widely present in the field, we recommend to use high viscosity fracturing 

fluid (such as the crosslink gel) for creating long and penetrating hydraulic fractures, and 

to use low viscosity fluid for having more complicated fracture network (as hydraulic 

fractures are more likely to divert along the natural fractures). Detailed numerical 

analysis is required by knowing the specific field parameters, such as the rock and natural 

fractures elastic properties, the coefficient of friction, and the stress ratio. 
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 Going back to the Garcia et al. (2013), the less−producing well drilled in highly 

naturally fractured area is probably because that many hydraulic fractures are diverted 

into natural fractures, causing only the near wellbore region is stimulated. Those natural 

fractures might inhibit the hydraulic fracture from crossing, but they might not be 

propped open after the well stimulation process, which influence the production. Another 

possibility is that hydraulic fracture is diverted into the “middle” of thick natural fractures 

as opposed to the interface between rock and natural fractures, and therefore not 

producing much.       

 

4.8 CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study is to numerically analyze the effect of natural fracture 

thickness, as it is often neglected while simulating the interaction between the natural 

fractures and the hydraulic fractures. Commonly used fracture crossing/diverting criterion 

provided by Renshaw and Pollard (1995) treats natural fractures as unbounded frictional 

interfaces, leading to an overestimation or underestimation of the crossing scenario 

depending on the types of the cemented natural fractures. In this chapter, we extend the 

Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion by considering the natural fracture thickness as 

well as the natural fracture stiffness. Results suggest that the rock−cement interface 

friction coefficient plays an important role on fracture crossing/diverting behavior. For 

orthogonal approach cases, if the coefficient of friction is below 0.3, both the simulation 

results and the Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion indicate that natural fractures are 
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most likely to cause the hydraulic fracture diversion. If the coefficient of friction is above 

0.6, the hydraulic fracture will propagate through the natural fractures and there is also no 

difference between simulation and Renshaw and Polloard (1995)’s prediction. However, 

when the coefficient of friction is around 0.4−0.5, which most likely represents the shale 

reservoirs, the hydraulic fracture crossing behavior is affected by the modulus contrast 

between natural fractures and host rock as well as the natural fracture thickness.  

The importance of this study is to show the effect of natural fracture thickness on 

hydraulic fracture crossing behavior, which is commonly ignored. We have improved the 

commonly used Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s crossing criterion by considering the 

natural fracture thickness and the stiffness contrast. This improved crossing criterion will 

provide more accurate prediction of the hydraulic fracture network.    
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   Chapter 5:  Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMPLETE WORK 

This dissertation addresses the interaction between propagating hydraulic fracture 

and pre−existing cemented natural fractures using both experimental and numerical 

approaches. Cemented natural fractures widely exist in nature, but most previous studies 

have treated them as frictional interfaces without considering their cement fillings. This 

study considers cemented natural fractures with finite thickness and investigates 

conditions under which the hydraulic fracture would propagate through the cemented 

natural fractures. Factors including approach angle, modulus contrast, natural fracture 

thickness, rock−cement interface frictional strength, and differential stress all influence 

hydraulic fracture crossing behavior. Properly considering cemented natural fracture 

effects can improve the accuracy of geomechanical model and provide insights into 

successful well stimulation design.  

The semi−circular bend (SCB) test, which was originally designed to measure 

rock fracture toughness, was performed to analyze the fracture−fracture interactions in 

Chapter 2. Synthetic hydrostone samples were used to represent the rock, and inclusion 

slices with different strength, thickness, and approach angles were embedded inside the 

host rock to mimic different types of cemented natural fractures. Good repeatability, 

simple experimental setup, and small pieces core samples make this testing approach 

attractive. The SCB test results suggest the fracture propagation direction is strongly 

influenced by the approach angle and inclusion thickness. With near−orthogonal 
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approach angles and thin inclusions, the propagating fractures tend to cross inclusions 

with minor offset distance along the interface. Whereas with more oblique approach 

angles and thick inclusions, the propagating fractures are more likely to cross with major 

offset distance along the interface. Consistent results of approach angle effects are 

observed from SCB tests on Marcellus rock samples (Lee et al., 2015), hydraulic 

fracturing block tests with frictional interfaces (Blanton, 1982; Warpinski and Teufel, 

1987; Zhou et al., 2009; Meng and de Pater, 2011), and outcrop observations (Virgo et 

al., 2013). In addition, we observed the fracture crossing with an offset distance along the 

rock−inclusion interface for samples with near−orthogonal approach angles. The offset 

distance increases with increasing the inclusion thickness, which is consistent with the 

outcrop observation made by Helgeson and Aydin (1991). The SCB test results provide 

insights into the real hydraulic fracture propagation behavior in reservoirs that contain 

different types of cemented natural fractures. However, the SCB test has two drawbacks: 

no confining stress and not a fluid driven fracture propagation. This shortcomings can be 

addressed with numerical simulations.   

In Chapter 3, we adopted the finite element software ABAQUS to automate 

fracture propagation, and the numerical results were validated against the SCB 

experimental results. Consistent with the SCB tests, near−orthogonal approach angle and 

small cement thickness were likely to cause propagating fracture crossing the inclusion 

with small offset distance. More oblique approach angle and large inclusion thickness 

were likely to cause the fracture crossing with a large offset distance. For samples with 

small approach angles, the shear and normal stresses along the rock−inclusion interface 
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introduced by the propagating fracture was the main reason causing the interface to fail, 

inhibiting the propagating fracture from direct crossing the inclusion. For samples with 

near−orthogonal approach angles, the two symmetrical high tensile stress regions inside 

the inclusion assisted the fracture crossing inclusion with an offset distance. Given the 

validation of numerical model for load driven fracture propagation in SCB tests, we 

moved to simulate fluid driven fracture propagation in reservoirs.  

Subsurface reservoirs rocks are under compression from all directions, which may 

influence the fracture propagation but are impossible to accommodate in standard SCB 

tests. The fluid flow component was added into the model in Chapter 4 to analyze the 

hydraulic fracture propagation under confining stresses. The new model showed good 

agreement with 2D analytical solutions for hydraulic fracture propagation, and also good 

agreement with Renshaw and Pollard (1995)’s criterion on propagating through frictional 

interfaces. After model validation, this model was then applied to study the natural 

fracture thickness effect on orthogonal approaching hydraulic fracture. Results suggest 

that the rock−cement interface frictional strength plays the most important role on 

fracture crossing behavior. Without considering the natural fracture thickness, the 

commonly used fracture crossing criterion may lead to overestimating or underestimating 

the fracture crossing scenarios depending on the natural fracture stiffness. When the 

coefficient of friction is moderate (0.3−0.5), fracture crossing behavior is affected by the 

modulus contrast and natural fracture thickness.  

Natural fracture patterns influence the hydraulic fracture crossing behavior, so as 

to influence the fracture network complexity. With a near orthogonal intersecting angle 
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and moderate interface friction, the hydraulic fracture is more likely to propagate through 

the natural fracture and keep the original fracture direction. This will lead to less 

complicated fracture networks. However, the possible weak coefficient of friction and 

large natural fracture thickness may reduce the chances for fracture crossing. With a 

small intersecting angle to the hydraulic fracture and moderate interface friction, the 

natural fracture is more likely to control the hydraulic fracture propagation direction, 

especially for thick natural fractures. This will in turn lead to more complicated fracture 

networks.  

 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK  

This dissertation studies the fracture−fracture interactions by assuming the natural 

and hydraulic fractures have the same height. In reality, natural fracture height may be as 

low as few centimeters (Gale et al., 2014), which is less than the typical height of 

hydraulic fractures. In the hydraulic fracturing block test, Bahorich et al. (2012) reported 

both hydraulic fracture diverting along the natural fracture and bypassing on top and 

bottom of the natural fracture. This observation suggests the hydraulic fracture and 

natural fracture interaction could be a more complicated 3D problem, and the current 2D 

model might not be sufficient to simulate the fracture bypassing. The current model could 

be extended into 3D using ABAQUS, and re−examine the factors analyzed in this study. 

Proppant transport inside hydraulic fracture and natural fracture is another 

important topic but not covered in this study. The microseismic events can direct measure 
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the created hydraulic fracture length and the fracture complexity, but not the propped 

fracture length. However, the location of proppant and length of propped fracture are 

related to the well productivity. Natural fracture can be activated by hydraulic fracture, 

and proppant is necessary to keep natural fractures open and contribute production. 

Current model only study the hydraulic fracture propagation and interaction process 

without considering if these activated fractures will remain open or not during the 

production process. The likelihood of having fracture crossing with an offset along the 

natural fracture may influence the proppant transport as well as the propped fracture 

length. I suspect the natural fracture thickness and approach angle will also influence the 

proppant transport inside natural and hydraulic fractures, so as to influence the fracture 

networks. The proppant transport inside fractures can be simulated using CFD model and 

then coupled into the hydraulic fracturing model in this study.    
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APPENDIX A 

 

''' 

*********************************************************** 

Weiwei Wang 

 

Script for fracture propagation in homogeneous SCB specimen 

 

@ Script used for step-2 and above 

@ SCB-homo.py  

*********************************************************** 

''' 

from abaqus import * 

from abaqusConstants import * 

from abaqus import backwardCompatibility 

backwardCompatibility.setValues(reportDeprecated=False) 

 

import os, glob, sys 

import part 

import assembly 

import mesh 

import odbAccess 

import math 

import fileinput 

import regionToolset 

 

 

#============================================================== 

#constants 

YM=6180000000 

PR=0.28 

TOP_LOAD=-28500 

 

# read  

# change file name accordingly 

JobName='SCB_homo_step3' 

JobInp='SCB_homo_step3.inp' 

OldJobName='SCB_homo_step2.odb' 

 

# crack increment 

delta_a=0.0006 

#============================================================== 
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# read info from previous .odb file 

 

odb=odbAccess.openOdb(path=OldJobName, readOnly=TRUE) 

Assembly=odb.rootAssembly 

step=odb.steps['ApplyLoad'] 

lastFrame=odb.steps['ApplyLoad'].frames[-1] 

 

############ For step-2, COMMENT 'LEFT_TOE''RIGHT_TOE'       ############ 

############ For step-3 and above, COMMENT 'CRACK_TOE_NODE'  

############ 

 

############################################################ 

##NodeSet_toelef=Assembly.nodeSets['CRACK_TOE_NODE'].nodes 

NodeSet_toerit=Assembly.nodeSets['LEFT_TOE'].nodes 

NodeSet_toerit=Assembly.nodeSets['RIGHT_TOE'].nodes 

############################################################ 

 

NodeSet_tip=Assembly.nodeSets['CRACKTIP'].nodes 

NodeSet_top=Assembly.nodeSets['TOP'].nodes 

NodeSet_supportlef=Assembly.nodeSets['LEF_SUPPORT'].nodes 

NodeSet_supportRit=Assembly.nodeSets['RIT_SUPPORT'] 

displacement=lastFrame.fieldOutputs['U'] 

coordinate=lastFrame.fieldOutputs['COORD'] 

 

#top node for applying load 

center_top=Assembly.nodeSets['TOP'] 

centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_top) 

centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_top) 

for x in centerDisplacement.values: 

    TopXDisp=x.data[0] 

    TopYDisp=x.data[1] 

    #print 'top node displacement x= y=', TopXDisp, TopYDisp 

 

for x1 in centerCoordinate.values: 

    TopXCoord=x1.data[0] 

    TopYCoord=x1.data[1] 

    #print 'top node coordinate x= y=', TopXCoord, TopYCoord 

 

TopX=TopXCoord+TopXDisp 

TopY=TopYCoord+TopYDisp 

print 'top node location (x,y):', '(', TopX, TopY, ')' 

 

# left supporting point 
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center_leftsupport=Assembly.nodeSets['LEF_SUPPORT'] 

centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_leftsupport) 

centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_leftsupport) 

for a in centerDisplacement.values: 

    LeftXDisp=a.data[0] 

    LeftYDisp=a.data[1] 

 

for a1 in centerCoordinate.values: 

    LeftXCoord=a1.data[0] 

    LeftYCoord=a1.data[1] 

 

LeftX=LeftXCoord+LeftXDisp 

LeftY=LeftYCoord+LeftYDisp 

print 'Left supporting node location (x,y):', '(', LeftX, LeftY, ')' 

 

# right supporting point 

center_rightsupport=Assembly.nodeSets['RIT_SUPPORT'] 

centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_rightsupport) 

centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_rightsupport) 

for b in centerDisplacement.values: 

    RightXDisp=b.data[0] 

    RightYDisp=b.data[1] 

 

for b1 in centerCoordinate.values: 

    RightXCoord=b1.data[0] 

    RightYCoord=b1.data[1] 

 

RightX=RightXCoord+RightXDisp 

RightY=RightYCoord+RightYDisp 

print 'Right supporting node location (x,y):', '(', RightX, RightY, ')' 

 

#crack tip 

center_tip=Assembly.nodeSets['CRACKTIP'] 

centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_tip) 

centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_tip) 

for v in centerDisplacement.values: 

    CrackXDisp=v.data[0] 

    CrackYDisp=v.data[1] 

    #print 'crack tip displacement x= y=', CrackXDisp, CrackYDisp 

 

for v1 in centerCoordinate.values: 

    CrackXCoord=v1.data[0] 

    CrackYCoord=v1.data[1] 
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    #print 'crack tip coordinate x= y=', CrackXCoord, CrackYCoord     

CrackX=CrackXCoord+CrackXDisp 

CrackY=CrackYCoord+CrackYDisp 

 

# new crack tip 

CrackXNew=CrackX 

CrackYNew=CrackY+delta_a 

print 'current crack tip location (x,y):', '(', CrackX, CrackY, ')' 

print 'new crack tip location (x,y):', '(', CrackXNew, CrackYNew, ')' 

  

############ For step 2, COMMENT '#crack toe left' '#crack toe right'############ 

############ For step 3 and above, COMMENT '#CRACK TOE'              

############ 

 

######################################################################## 

#CRACK TOE 

##center_toe=Assembly.nodeSets['CRACK_TOE_NODE'] 

##centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_toe) 

##centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_toe) 

##for c in centerDisplacement.values: 

##    CrackToeXDisp=c.data[0] 

##    CrackToeYDisp=c.data[1] 

##    print 'crack tip displacement x= y=', CrackXDisp, CrackYDisp 

##LeftToeX=0.0185+CrackToeXDisp 

##LeftToeY=0+CrackToeYDisp 

## 

##RightToeX=0.0185-CrackToeXDisp 

##RightToeY=0+CrackToeYDisp 

 

#crack toe left 

center_toe=Assembly.nodeSets['LEFT_TOE'] 

centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_toe) 

centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_toe) 

for w in centerDisplacement.values: 

    CrackToeXDisp=w.data[0] 

    CrackToeYDisp=w.data[1] 

    #print 'crack toe displacement x= y=', CrackToeXDisp, CrackToeYDisp 

 

for w1 in centerCoordinate.values: 

    CrackToeXCoord=w1.data[0] 

    CrackToeYCoord=w1.data[1] 

    #print 'crack toe displacement x= y=', CrackToeXDisp, CrackToeYDisp     
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LeftToeX=CrackToeXCoord+CrackToeXDisp 

LeftToeY=CrackToeYCoord+CrackToeYDisp 

print 'the left crack toe locaiton (x,y):', '(', LeftToeX, LeftToeY, ')' 

 

# crack toe right 

center_toe=Assembly.nodeSets['RIGHT_TOE'] 

centerDisplacement=displacement.getSubset(region=center_toe) 

centerCoordinate=coordinate.getSubset(region=center_toe) 

for ww in centerDisplacement.values: 

    CrackToeXDisp=ww.data[0] 

    CrackToeYDisp=ww.data[1] 

    #print 'crack toe displacement x= y=', CrackToeXDisp, CrackToeYDisp 

 

for ww1 in centerCoordinate.values: 

    CrackToeXCoord=ww1.data[0] 

    CrackToeYCoord=ww1.data[1] 

    #print 'crack toe displacement x= y=', CrackToeXDisp, CrackToeYDisp     

 

RightToeX=CrackToeXCoord+CrackToeXDisp 

RightToeY=CrackToeYCoord+CrackToeYDisp 

print 'the right crack toe locaiton (x,y):', '(', RightToeX, RightToeY, ')' 

 

######################################################################## 

 

odb.close() 

#============================================================== 

 

# Get the deformed geometry 

odbName = OldJobName      # Name of output database file. 

modelName = 'Model-1'       # Model name. 

orphanInstance = 'MYPLATE-1' # Deformed instance name. 

deformedShape = DEFORMED    # Shape. 

angle = 15                # Feature angle. 

importStep = 0              # Step number. 

 

# Import orphan mesh part. 

orphanSCB = mdb.models['Model-1'].PartFromOdb(fileName=odbName, 

                                                name='orphanSCB', 

                                                instance=orphanInstance, 

                                                shape=deformedShape, 

                                                step=importStep) 

 

# Extract 2D profile and create a solid part. 
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newSCB = mdb.models['Model-1'].Part2DGeomFrom2DMesh(name='SCB_sample', 

                                                      part=orphanSCB, 

                                                      featureAngle=angle) 

 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['orphanSCB'] 

#============================================================== 

# regenerate the sketch 

 

myModel=mdb.models['Model-1'] 

myPlate= mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['SCB_sample'] 

myViewport=session.Viewport(name='Model-1') 

myViewport.makeCurrent() 

myViewport.maximize() 

 

#myPlate=p 

s = myPlate.features['Shell planar-1'].sketch 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__edit__', objectToCopy=s) 

s1 = mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__edit__'] 

g, v, d, c = s1.geometry, s1.vertices, s1.dimensions, s1.constraints 

s1.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE) 

myPlate.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=s1,  

    upToFeature=myPlate.features['Shell planar-1'], filter=COPLANAR_EDGES) 

s1.delete(objectList=(g[2], )) 

s1.delete(objectList=(g[3], )) 

s1.delete(objectList=(g[13], )) 

 

s1.Line(point1=(LeftToeX, LeftToeY), point2=( 

    CrackX, CrackY)) 

s1.Line(point1=(RightToeX, RightToeY), point2=( 

    CrackX, CrackY)) 

s1.Spot(point=(TopX, TopY)) 

s1.unsetPrimaryObject() 

myPlate = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['SCB_sample'] 

myPlate.features['Shell planar-1'].setValues(sketch=s1) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__edit__'] 

myPlate.regenerate() 

myViewport.setValues(displayedObject=myPlate) 

 

#============================================================== 

#create partition 

 

face1=myPlate.faces.findAt((0.0,0.0,0.0),) 
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t=myPlate.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=face1, sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1, 

origin=(0,0,0)) 

mySketch=myModel.Sketch(name='resProfile', sheetSize=1.0, gridSpacing=0.001, 

transform=t) 

mySketch.setPrimaryObject(option=SUPERIMPOSE) 

myPlate.projectReferencesOntoSketch(sketch=mySketch, filter=COPLANAR_EDGES) 

myViewport.view.fitView() 

 

mySketch.Line(point1=(RightX,RightY), point2=(RightX,0.1)) 

mySketch.Line(point1=(LeftX,LeftY), point2=(LeftX,0.1)) 

mySketch.Line(point1=(CrackX, CrackY), point2=(CrackXNew,CrackYNew)) 

mySketch.Line(point1=(TopX,TopY), point2=(TopX,TopY-0.0005)) 

mySketch.Line(point1=(TopX-0.01,TopY-0.0005), point2=(TopX+0.01,TopY-0.0005)) 

mySketch.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=(CrackXNew,CrackYNew), 

point1=(CrackXNew,CrackYNew+0.0001)) 

 

f1=myPlate.faces 

pickedFaces=f1[face1.index:(face1.index+1)] 

myPlate.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=pickedFaces, sketch=mySketch) 

mySketch.unsetPrimaryObject() 

del myModel.sketches['resProfile'] 

#============================================================== 

#Create mesh 

 

#1. seed the whole instance 

myPlate.seedPart(deviationFactor=0.1, minSizeFactor=0.1, size=0.0003) 

 

#2. seed the crack tip 

pickedEdges=myPlate.edges.findAt(((CrackXNew-0.0001,CrackYNew,0),), 

((CrackXNew+0.0001,CrackYNew,0),)) 

myPlate.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=20, constraint=FINER) 

 

pickedEdges=myPlate.edges.findAt(((CrackXNew, CrackYNew-0.00005,0),)) 

myPlate.seedEdgeByNumber(edges=pickedEdges, number=8, constraint=FINER) 

 

#3. assign mesh control 

faces=myPlate.faces 

f1=myPlate.faces.findAt((0.01,0.001,0)) 

pickedRegions=faces[f1.index:(f1.index+1)] 

myPlate.setMeshControls(algorithm=ADVANCING_FRONT, regions=pickedRegions, 

elemShape=QUAD_DOMINATED) 

 

faces=myPlate.faces 
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f1=myPlate.faces.findAt((0.003,0.001,0)) 

pickedRegions=faces[f1.index:(f1.index+1)] 

myPlate.setMeshControls(algorithm=ADVANCING_FRONT, regions=pickedRegions, 

elemShape=QUAD_DOMINATED) 

 

faces=myPlate.faces 

f1=myPlate.faces.findAt((0.0365,0.001,0)) 

pickedRegions=faces[f1.index:(f1.index+1)] 

myPlate.setMeshControls(algorithm=ADVANCING_FRONT, regions=pickedRegions, 

elemShape=QUAD_DOMINATED) 

 

 

faces=myPlate.faces 

f1=myPlate.faces.findAt((CrackXNew,CrackYNew+0.00001,0)) 

pickedRegions=faces[f1.index:(f1.index+1)] 

myPlate.setMeshControls(regions=pickedRegions, elemShape=QUAD_DOMINATED, 

technique=SWEEP) 

myPlate.generateMesh() 

#============================================================== 

# assign material properties 

 

#1. create set refer to whole part 

faces=myPlate.faces.findAt(((0.01,0.001,0), ), ((TopX-0.0001,TopY-0.0001,0), ), 

((TopX+0.0001,TopY-0.0001,0), ), ((0.003,0.001,0), ),  

                           ((0.0365,0.001,0), ), ((CrackXNew,CrackYNew+0.00001,0), )) 

myPlate.Set(faces=faces, name='All') 

 

#2. assign material constant 

myModel.Material(name='LinearElastic') 

myModel.materials['LinearElastic'].Elastic(table=((YM, PR), )) 

myModel.HomogeneousSolidSection(name='SolidHomogeneous', 

material='LinearElastic', thickness=None) 

region=myPlate.sets['All'] 

 

#3. assign section to the part 

myPlate.SectionAssignment(region=region, sectionName='SolidHomogeneous') 

 

#============================================================== 

#Assembly 

 

myAssembly=myModel.rootAssembly 

myViewport.setValues(displayedObject=myAssembly) 

myAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN) 
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myAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name='myPlate-1', part=myPlate) 

myPlateInstance1=myAssembly.instances['myPlate-1'] 

 

myAssembly.makeIndependent(instances=(myPlateInstance1, )) 

 

#============================================================== 

# Creat Seam 

Edges=myPlateInstance1.edges.findAt(((CrackXNew, CrackYNew-0.00001, 0), )) 

pickedRegions=myAssembly.Set(edges=Edges, name='seam') 

myAssembly.engineeringFeatures.assignSeam(regions=pickedRegions) 

 

Edges=myPlateInstance1.edges.findAt(((CrackXNew, CrackYNew-0.00011,0), )) 

pickedRegions=myAssembly.Set(edges=Edges, name='seam2') 

myAssembly.engineeringFeatures.assignSeam(regions=pickedRegions) 

 

partInstances=(myPlateInstance1, ) 

myAssembly.generateMesh(regions=partInstances) 

#============================================================== 

# Create sets 

# create a set of crack tip 

verts1=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

ver1=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((CrackXNew,CrackYNew,0)) 

ver1=verts1[ver1.index:(ver1.index+1)] 

myAssembly.Set(vertices=ver1, name='CRACKTIP') 

 

# create a set of supporting point 

verts1=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

vmp=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((LeftX, LeftY, 0)) 

lefPt=verts1[vmp.index:(vmp.index+1)] 

myAssembly.Set(vertices=lefPt, name='lef_support') 

 

# create a set of supporting point 

verts1=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

vmp=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((RightX, RightY, 0)) 

ritPt=verts1[vmp.index:(vmp.index+1)] 

myAssembly.Set(vertices=ritPt, name='rit_support') 

 

# create a set of loading point 

verts1=verts1=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

vmp=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((TopX, TopY, 0)) 

TopPt=verts1[vmp.index:(vmp.index+1)] 

myAssembly.Set(vertices=TopPt, name='TOP') 
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# create a set of left crack toe 

verts1=verts1=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

vmp=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((LeftToeX, LeftToeY, 0)) 

TopPt=verts1[vmp.index:(vmp.index+1)] 

myAssembly.Set(vertices=TopPt, name='LEFT_TOE') 

 

# create a set of right crack toe 

verts1=verts1=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

vmp=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((RightToeX, RightToeY, 0)) 

TopPt=verts1[vmp.index:(vmp.index+1)] 

myAssembly.Set(vertices=TopPt, name='RIGHT_TOE') 

 

 

#============================================================== 

# step 

myModel.StaticStep(name='ApplyLoad', previous='Initial',description='apply point load') 

myModel.steps['ApplyLoad'].setValues(initialInc=0.01, minInc=1e-09, maxInc=0.1) 

 

# create the contour integral definition for the crack 

crackFront=crackTip=myAssembly.sets['CRACKTIP'] 

verts=myPlateInstance1.vertices 

v1=myPlateInstance1.vertices.findAt((CrackXNew,CrackYNew,0)) 

 

myAssembly.engineeringFeatures.ContourIntegral(name='Crack', symmetric=OFF,  

                                               crackFront=crackFront, crackTip=crackTip,  

                                               extensionDirectionMethod=Q_VECTORS, 

qVectors=(((CrackXNew,CrackYNew,0),(CrackXNew,CrackYNew+0.0001,0)),),  

                                               midNodePosition=0.25, 

collapsedElementAtTip=SINGLE_NODE) 

 

# request the restart in order to use the 'map' function 

myModel.steps['ApplyLoad'].Restart(frequency=1, numberIntervals=0, overlay=OFF, 

timeMarks=OFF) 

                                                

#============================================================== 

# create load and BCs 

myModel.ConcentratedForce(name='top_load', createStepName='ApplyLoad',  

                          region=myAssembly.sets['TOP'], cf2=TOP_LOAD, 

distributionType=UNIFORM,  

                          field='', localCsys=None) 

 

# support_roller 

region=myAssembly.sets['lef_support'] 
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myModel.DisplacementBC(name='y_fixed', createStepName='Initial',  

                       region=region, u1=UNSET, u2=0, ur3=UNSET, amplitude=UNSET,  

                       fixed=OFF, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None) 

 

region=myAssembly.sets['rit_support'] 

myModel.DisplacementBC(name='y_fixed2', createStepName='Initial',  

                       region=region, u1=UNSET, u2=0, ur3=UNSET, amplitude=UNSET,  

                       fixed=OFF, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None) 

 

region=myAssembly.sets['TOP'] 

myModel.DisplacementBC(name='x_fixed', createStepName='Initial',  

                       region=region, u1=0, u2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET, amplitude=UNSET,  

                       fixed=OFF, distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None) 

 

 

#============================================================== 

# request history output for the crack 

#myModel.historyOutputRequests.changeKey(fromName='H-Output-1', toName='JInt') 

myModel.historyOutputRequests['H-Output-1'].setValues(contourIntegral='Crack', 

numberOfContours=5, contourType=K_FACTORS,  

                                                kFactorDirection=MERR, rebar=EXCLUDE, 

sectionPoints=DEFAULT) 

 

                                                 

myModel.fieldOutputRequests['F-Output-1'].setValues(variables=( 

    'S', 'PE', 'PEEQ', 'PEMAG', 'LE', 'U', 'RF', 'CF', 'CSTRESS', 'CDISP',  

    'COORD')) 

#============================================================== 

# create the job 

jobName=JobName 

myJob=mdb.Job(name=jobName, model=modelName) 

mdb.saveAs(pathName=jobName) 

myJob.writeInput(consistencyChecking=OFF) 

   #mdb.close() 

 

#============================================================== 

# change the input file 

 

## For the line start with: ** STEP: ApplyLoad 

## Add line after: *MAP SOLUTION, STEP=1 

 

# submit the input file via Abaqus command: ABAQUS JOB=SCB_homo_step2 

# old job name: SCB_homo_step1 
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# reduce the applied load if the calculated stress intensity factor exceeds 0.42MPa*m^0.5 

#============================================================== 
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